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Abstract
Many images are captured in sub-optimal environment, resulting in various kinds of
degradations, such as noise, blur, and shadow. Adverse illumination is one of the
most important factors resulting in image degradation with color and illumination
distortion or even unidentified image content. Degradation caused by the adverse
illumination makes the images suffer from worse visual quality, which might also lead
to negative effects on high-level perception tasks, e.g., object detection.
Image restoration under adverse illumination is an effective way to remove such
kind of degradations to obtain visual pleasing images. Existing state-of-the-art deep
neural networks (DNNs) based image restoration methods have achieved impressive
performance for image visual quality improvement. However, different real-world
applications require the image restoration under adverse illumination to achieve different goals. For example, in the computational photography field, visually pleasing
image is desired in the smartphone photography. Nevertheless, for traffic surveillance
and autonomous driving in the low light or nighttime scenario, high-level perception tasks, e.g., object detection, become more important to ensure safe and robust
driving performance. Therefore, in this dissertation, we try to explore DNN-based
image restoration solutions for images captured under adverse illumination in three
important applications: 1) image visual quality enhancement, 2) object detection improvement, and 3) enhanced image visual quality and better detection performance
simultaneously.
First, in the computational photography field, visually pleasing images are desired. We take shadow removal task as an example to fully explore image visual
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quality enhancement. Shadow removal is still a challenging task due to its inherent
background-dependent and spatial-variant properties, leading to unknown and diverse
shadow patterns. We propose a novel solution by formulating this task as an exposure
fusion problem to address the challenges. We propose shadow-aware FusionNet to
‘smartly’ fuse multiple over-exposure images with pixel-wise fusion weight maps, and
boundary-aware RefineNet to eliminate the remaining shadow trace further. Experiment results show that our method outperforms other CNN-based methods in three
datasets.
Second, we explore the application of CNN-based night-to-day image translation
for improving vehicle detection in traffic surveillance that is important for safe and
robust driving. We propose a detail-preserving method to implement the nighttime
to daytime image translation and thus adapt daytime trained detection model to
nighttime vehicle detection. We utilize StyleMix method to acquire paired images of
daytime and nighttime for the nighttime to daytime image translation training. The
translation is implemented based on kernel prediction network to avoid texture corruption. Experimental results showed that the proposed method can better address
the nighttime vehicle detection task by reusing the daytime domain knowledge.
Third, we explore the image visual quality and facial landmark detection improvement simultaneously. For the portrait images captured in the wild, the facial
landmark detection can be affected by the cast shadow. We construct a novel benchmark SHAREL covering diverse face shadow patterns with different intensities, sizes,
shapes, and locations to study the effects of shadow removal on facial landmark detection. Moreover, we propose a novel adversarial shadow attack to mine hard shadow
patterns. We conduct extensive analysis on three shadow removal methods and three
landmark detectors. Then, we design a novel landmark detection-aware shadow removal framework, which empowers shadow removal to achieve higher restoration quality and enhances the shadow robustness of deployed facial landmark detectors.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1

1.1

Background

Figure 1.1: Illustration of image restoration tasks: denoising, deblurring, shadow
removal and low-light image enhancement. The first row indicates the noisy, blur,
shadow and low-light images, while the second row represents the corresponding
predicted degradation-free images after image restoration.

Images are often captured under sub-optimal environments, e.g., adverse illumination, or inappropriate camera settings, bringing different kinds of degradations to
images, such as noise, blur, shadow, and low-light degradation, as shown in the first
row of Fig. 1.1. Such kinds of degradations hurt the image aesthetic quality significantly. As a result, the appearance of degraded images lacks fine details, such
as reduced contrast and inaccurate color, even worse, the content of the degraded
images are not recognizable. For example, the shape and edge information no longer
remains salient in the blur image shown in Fig. 1.1. Thus, low-quality image does
not achieve satisfactory transmission of information, suffering from unpleasing visual
experience.
Due to complex environment, insufficient illumination is one of the most common
factor causing image degradation, receiving substantial attention in computer vision
community [53, 69, 26, 36, 59]. Images taken under sub-optimal illumination, such as
2

backlit, uneven light, dim light, or where light source is blocked by an external object,
suffer from severe visual quality degradation. A shadow image is generated where
light source is blocked. A low-light image or a nighttime image is collected where
images are captured under the dim light or extremely dark environment. Adverse
illumination introduces color and illumination distortion into images, as shown by
the shadow image in Fig. 1.1. Even worse, the scene content disappears in the
degraded image, making the objects inside the image hard to recognize for human
eyes, as shown in the low-light image in Fig. 1.1.
Image restoration is an effective way to restore a high-quality image by modeling
the degradation pattern to achieve visually pleasing effect. Given the four types of
degradations mentioned above, the corresponding image restoration tasks are denoising, deblurring, shadow removal, and low-light image enhancement. In this dissertation, we mainly focus on such image restorations under adverse illumination because
it is prevalent in real-world applications and brings severe degradation to images. Image restoration under adverse illumination aims to recover a visually pleasing image
without noise and with accurate color and illumination. Taking the shadow removal
task for example, given a shadow image as input, the shadow removal algorithm
predicts a shadow-free image, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
Early image restoration methods [123, 27, 43, 143, 106, 129] under adverse illumination usually model the illumination prior to achieve high-quality images with clear
details. However, these methods have limited feature representation ability due to the
use of handcrafted features. Recently, due to the rich feature representation learning
ability, deep learning based image restoration models targeting at adverse illumination have achieved state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance to obtain high-quality images
with pleasing visual experience without obvious noise and color distortion. Specifically, deep learning based shadow removal methods [53, 69] perform shadow removal
from the perspective of image-to-image translation and physical shadow model with
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unpaired and paired shadow and shadow-free images, respectively. Low-light image
enhancement [36] or night-to-day image translation can perform image restoration to
get a high-quality image with more and clearer details.

1.2

Motivation

Image restoration under adverse illumination enjoys a wide range of applications in
the real world, including visual surveillance, autonomous driving, and computational
photography. Current image restoration algorithms usually evaluate their performance based on the perceptual visual quality in the form of objective evaluation
metrics, such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity (SSIM),
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). However, diverse real-world applications demand different goals for the image restoration task
under adverse illumination.
First, computational photography has become ubiquitous and prominent. Taking
photographs in the wild is especially challenging due to the complicated environment.
Shadow or low-light images are captured when the illumination is adverse. Different
from low-light image enhancement, the shadow removal task is to recover the color
and illumination in the shadow region and preserve the details in the non-shadow
region as well to acquire a visual-pleasing image. Note that the shadow degradation presents background-dependent and spatial-variant properties, as shown in Fig.
1.2(a), making image restoration algorithms hard to capture its pattern. Specifically,
the contiguous shadow cast on the background image may cause the shadow region
to appear differently based on how the original shadow-free background region looks
like, as well as where the shadow is cast on the background image in a pixel-wise
manner. Moreover, due to the partially shadowed region along the shadow boundary, it is still challenging for the current SOTA shadow removal algorithms to obtain
traceless background. All of these mentioned above motivate us to design an opti-

4

Figure 1.2: Illustration of (a) a paired shadow and shadow-free images, (b) an unpaired nighttime and daytime images, where red bounding boxes indicates the vehicle
detection results by the pretrained daytime vehicle detector and detection performance on the nighttime image decreases, and (c) a paired shadowed face and clean
face images, where green dots indicate the ground-truth facial landmarks while the
red dots are the predicted facial landmarks by the pretrained facial landmark detector
on clean images. The landmark detection performance drops on the shadowed face
image.

mal shadow removal model to better capture the shadow pattern and obtain visually
pleasing image with higher image quality.
Second, for traffic surveillance and autonomous driving in the low light or nighttime scenario, high-level perception tasks, e.g., object detection and semantic segmentation, become more important to ensure safe and robust driving experience.
Specifically, deep learning based object detectors play a vital role in identifying and
localizing objects, such as pedestrians, vehicles, traffic signs, and barriers in the vehicle’s vicinity. However, image captured under adverse illumination degrades the
image quality, and generally the extracted features from the degraded image become
corrupted as well, i.e., image degradation leads to a domain distribution shift between clean and degraded images. As a result, domain gap will lead to a performance
drop when a deep model pretrained on clean images is evaluated on degraded images.
5

For example, the cars’ appearances, e.g., edge and shape, in the nighttime image in
Fig. 1.2(b), become diffused due to the light reflection and light scattering under the
poor illumination. It might be hard for vehicle detector trained on daytime images to
identify the degraded vehicles. Although image restoration for adverse illumination
plays an important role to obtain a high-quality image, its application on high-level
object detection task is not well studied. An intuitive way to alleviate the detection
performance drop caused by domain shift is that we can transfer the nighttime image to its daytime version utilizing the image restoration method, then the detection
performance may be improved.
Third, in some real-world applications, high-quality visual experience and accurate object detection are equally important goals to achieve for image restoration
under adverse illumination. For example, portrait facial images captured in the wild
are easily covered by shadow because of the complicated environment where images
are collected, which hurts the image visual quality and the facial landmark detection performance as well, as shown in Fig. 1.2(c). In such scenario, pleasing visual
experience as well as the accurate landmark detection are desired at the same time,
because the former conveys the main message about the subject in the image and
the latter is a fundamental step for facial related tasks, such as face recognition and
facial expression recognition. Thus, linking the image restoration and object detection tasks are meaningful to explore. An intuitive way to alleviate the performance
loss caused by shadow is to restore the underlying shadow-free image utilizing current
SOTA shadow removal algorithms. Nevertheless, there are two challenges posing to
such a solution: ① The interplay between light, occluder, and the subject directly
affects the shadow appearance. As a result, in the real world, shadow patterns are
significantly diverse, which increases the difficulty of shadow removal algorithms. ②
Even though shadow removal methods could obtain high visual-quality images with
lower RMSE, the landmark detection performance may even get worse compared to
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that of shadow images due to the potential domain shift between landmark detection
and image quality enhancement. Existing works (haze [94] and rain [50] removal)
demonstrate that visual quality improvement benefits little or even hurts the highlevel perception task performance. All above facts motivate us to answer two basic
questions: how shadow affects the landmark detection, and whether shadow removal
can benefit the robustness of landmark detectors or not. To this end, we propose
to link the two seemingly independent but intrinsically related tasks, i.e., shadow
removal and facial landmark detection, by constructing a totally novel dataset and
benchmark.
To summarize, in this dissertation, we focus on proposing CNN-based image
restoration solutions under adverse illumination from the requirements of different
real-world applications to achieve ① image visual quality enhancement, ② object
detection improvement, and ③ enhanced image visual quality and better detection
performance simultaneously.

1.3

Scope of the Proposed Research

This dissertation aims to explore the image restoration under adverse illumination in
three applications, we summarize them as:
• Image visual quality enhancement. We take shadow removal task as an example to
fully explore the image quality enhancement gain. Shadow casts where the light
source is blocked. Shadow regions are usually darker due to insufficient illumination, presenting background-dependent and spatial-variant properties. Shadow
removal task aims to recover the shadow-free image given the shadow image as
input.
• Object detection performance improvement. We take nighttime vehicle detection
as an example to reduce the performance lost caused by the undesired illumination. A pre-trained vehicle detector on daytime images suffers from performance
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decrease when testing on nighttime images. We translate the nighttime image to
its daytime version, and reuse the daytime vehicle detection model on the translated images to verify whether the performance will be improved.
• Both image visual quality and object detection improvement. We take shadow
removal and facial landmark detection tasks as example to explore whether enhanced image quality obtained by shadow removal task can also achieve better
facial landmark detection performance simultaneously.
For the image visual quality improvement, we propose a novel method, named
auto-exposure fusion network, for single image shadow removal. We first utilize exposure estimation to learn multiple over-exposure images by compensating the shadow
region with different exposure levels. Then we propose the shadow-aware FusionNet
to produce fusion weight maps across all the over-exposure images. It can ‘smartly’
select which over-exposed pixel is the best one to recover the position-specific background. The proposed method fuses the input image and its over-exposure versions
in a pixel-wise way. Further, we propose a boundary-aware RefineNet to remove the
remaining shadow trace for refining the removal result obtained in the previous step.
The proposed methods can obtain traceless background image than the state-of-theart methods SP+M-Net [69] and DSC [52].
For the object detection improvement, we choose the vehicle detection problem
in the traffic surveillance video as a case study and would like to reuse the daytime
perception model to nighttime scenarios. Our basic idea is to maximally use the pretrained daytime perception model, which could be easily extended to the nighttime
tasks. Reversely to the traditional methods, we transfer the nighttime images back to
the daytime style with the detail-preserving to reuse the trained daytime perception
model. The strengths of this reverse way are obvious and promising: 1) there are no
extra training efforts for the already trained daytime perception model and no needs
to manually label the nighttime data; 2) image transfer could reduce the domain
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distribution discrepancy between daytime and nighttime data; 3) detail-preserving
image transfer could better maintain the structure details than the generative adversarial network (GAN) based image transfer. GAN is a general way to perform
image translation. However, because there are downsampling and upsampling operations in a deep generator, which make GAN suffers from possible losing some
structure details. Specifically, we propose a detail-preserving unpaired domain transfer method for this task, which mainly contains two components: 1) Style-transfer
based StyleMix, 2) Kernel Prediction Network (KPN) based nighttime to daytime
image transfer. Without paired daytime-nighttime image pairs, we propose to utilize
the style translation based StyleMix method, inspired by AugMix [49], to acquire
pairs of daytime and nighttime images as training data for the following nighttime to
daytime image transfer. We can effectively alleviate the detail corruption caused by
GAN: ① The synthetic nighttime image and corresponding daytime image translation
can provide pixel-wise correspondence for night-to-day translation. ② Kernel prediction network based method can refine the nighttime to daytime image translation
because the per-pixel kernel fusion can effectively utilize the neighboring region for
each pixel and could learn more spatial context representing structure information.
The proposed method can conduct daytime and nighttime vehicle detection with just
one daytime model, which is more convenient in real-world applications.
For the image visual quality and object detection improvement simultaneously,
we study whether shadow removal can improve the robustness of facial landmark
detectors by constructing a totally novel dataset and benchmark. The constructed
benchmark SHAREL covers synthetic data, adversarial data, and real data to quantitatively and systematically study the effects of shadow and shadow removal on the
facial landmark detection. The synthetic subset mainly constructs shadow data based
on the physical shadow model and covers diverse shadow patterns by modeling the
physical shadow parameters. The shadow patterns consider four factors (i.e., inten-
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sity, size, shape, and location) with three severities. The adversarial data is a novel
adversarial shadow attack method which poses great challenges to current landmark
detectors. We also verify shadow removal models on a real-world shadow face dataset
for better generalization ability. We cover three SOTA shadow removal methods
and three SOTA landmark detectors to study the robustness of shadow removal to
facial landmark detection, and observe that there is a positive correlation between
the shadow-removal accuracy and the landmark detection accuracy. The relationship
is dominant especially when shadow degradation level is higher (i.e., higher-severity
shadow and adversarial shadow). It implies that feature embedding spaces of shadow
removal and landmark detection aiming to optimize partially overlap with each other,
which provides a bridge for the two tasks. Further, we propose a new shadow-removal
framework regularized by landmark detection to further improve the visual quality
and landmark detection simultaneously.

1.4

Proposed Approaches

As mentioned in Section 1.3, we propose three approaches to explore the applications
of image restoration under adverse illumination. Each approach is proposed in the
scenario of a practical image restoration problem, corresponding to shadow removal
for image quality enhancement, night-to-day image translation for nighttime vehicle
detection improvement, and shadow removal for image quality enhancement and facial landmark detection improvement simultaneously, respectively. Here we briefly
introduce three problems and the proposed approaches.

Shadow Removal for Image Visual Quality Enhancement via
Auto-exposure Fusion
In the first work, we explore the application of CNN-based shadow removal for image
quality enhancement. Shadow removal is still a challenging task due to its inherent
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background-dependent and spatial-variant properties, leading to unknown and diverse
shadow patterns. Even powerful deep neural networks could hardly recover traceless
shadow-removed background. With this motivation, we formulate shadow removal
as an exposure fusion problem to address the challenges. We first estimate multiple
over-exposure images with respective to the input shadow image to let the shadow
regions in these images have the same color with shadow-free areas in the input image.
We propose the shadow-aware FusionNet to generate fusion weight maps for fusing
multiple over-exposure images and the shadow image to generate the final shadowfree counterpart. Moreover, we propose the boundary-aware RefineNet to eliminate
the remaining shadow trace further. We conduct extensive experiments on the ISTD
[117], ISTD+ [69], and SRD [96] datasets and achieve better performance in shadow
regions over the state-of-the-art methods.

Detail-preserving Night-to-day Image Translation for Nighttime Vehicle
Detection Improvement
In the second work, we explore the application of CNN-based night-to-day translation for vehicle detection improvement. Currently, object detection shows remarkable
efficiency and reliability in standard scenarios such as daytime scenes with favorable
illumination conditions. However, in face of adverse conditions such as the nighttime,
object detection loses its accuracy significantly. We propose a framework to alleviate
the accuracy decline when object detection is taken to adverse light conditions by using image translation method. We propose to utilize style translation based StyleMix
method to acquire pairs of daytime image and nighttime image as training data for
following nighttime to daytime image translation. To alleviate the detail corruptions
caused by Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), we propose to utilize Kernel
Prediction Network (KPN) based method to refine the nighttime to daytime image
translation. Experiments on vehicle detection demonstrate that our proposed method
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achieves effective and accurate nighttime detection results.

Shadow Removal for Image Visual Quality and Facial Landmark
Detection Improvement Simultaneously
In the last work, we extend the application from image quality enhancement/object
detection improvement to consider both. Facial landmark detection is a very fundamental step of many downstream face-related vision applications. In practice, the
facial landmark detection can be affected by a lot of natural degradations, where
shadow is one of the most common and important type. Many advanced shadow removal methods have achieved impressive image quality, however, their effects on facial
landmark detection are not well explored. For example, it remains unclear whether
the shadow removal could enhance the robustness of facial landmark detection to
diverse shadow patterns or not. In this work, for the first time, we construct a novel
benchmark to link the two independent but relatable tasks (i.e., shadow removal and
facial landmark detection). In particular, the proposed benchmark SHAREL covers
diverse face shadows with different intensities, sizes, shapes, and locations. Moreover,
to mine hard shadow patterns against facial landmark detection, we propose a novel
adversarial shadow attack, which allows us to construct a challenging subset of the
benchmark for a comprehensive analysis. With the constructed benchmark, we conduct extensive analysis on three state-of-the-art shadow removal methods and three
landmark detectors. The analysis of this work motivates us to design a novel landmark detection-aware shadow removal framework, which achieves higher restoration
quality and facial landmark detection performance as well.

1.5

Structure of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the deep neural networks for image restoration, object detection, and facial landmark detection as the
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basis of this dissertation. Chapter 3 conducts a literature review for related works.
Chapter 4 presents a novel shadow removal framework via auto-exposure fusion strategy for image quality enhancement. Chapter 5 describes a detail-preserving night-today image translation method for nighttime vehicle detection improvement. Chapter
6 introduces a novel shadow removal benchmark for image quality and facial landmark detection improvement simultaneously. The conclusion is presented in Chapter
7, which also discusses the future research.
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Chapter 2
Background
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In this chapter, we briefly review the background knowledge which will be helpful to better understand the three works discussed in the dissertation. In Sec. 2.1,
we introduce the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) based image restoration
architecture, i.e., U-Net, which is useful to understand the Chapter 4. Sec. 2.2
describes Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) based image restoration architecture by performing image-to-image translation. We introduce CycleGAN [151] in
detail. Next, we explain the deep learning based object detectors in Sec. 2.3, especially Faster R-CNN [98]. Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 2.3 cover the background need to know
in Chapter 5. Sec. 2.4 provides the background for facial landmark detection task in
Chapter 6, and we demonstrate SAN [22] in detail.

2.1

CNN-based Image Restoration

Image restoration aims to recover the original clean images given the degraded images as input. It is an ill-posed inverse problem, because there are infinite possible
mappings between corrupted images and their corresponding clean versions. Due
to rich learning representation ability, deep learning models have achieved state-ofthe-art (SOTA) performance for image restoration by learning strong priors from
massive training data. Deep learning neural networks (DNNs)-based image restoration methods, with diverse network architectures and designs, include Convolution
Neural Networks (CNNs) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs).
Existing CNNs for image restoration mainly cover two architecture designs: 1)
encoder-decoder and 2) high-resolution feature processing with single scale. The
encoder-decoder design consists of two stages. The encoder stage progressively maps
an input image to a low-resolution feature representation in the latent space, while
the decoder phase applies a gradual reverse mapping to that feature map to obtain
a predicted clean image with the original resolution. A representative network architecture of the encoder-decoder is U-Net, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The contracting
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path (encoder) of U-Net is a typical CNN feature extraction architecture, which consists of a stack of convolution, rectified linear unit (ReLU), and max pooling layers.
The expansive path (decoder) includes up-convolution layers to recover the resolution
and concatenations with features from the contracting path to integrate multi-level
information. The goal of the encoder is to learn the content information, while the
decoder is to recover the appearance details. Even though encoder-decoder can learn
a comprehensive context by spatial-resolution reduction, the down-sampling operations in the encoder stage may harm the spatial details, which are hard to recover
in the decoder stage. The high-resolution networks can preserve more accurate details by employing single-scale feature maps, but they cannot effectively encode rich
contextual information due to limited receptive field.

Figure 2.1: The network architecture of U-Net [99].
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2.2

GAN-based Image Restoration

Encoder-decoder based image restoration methods are generally trained in a supervised way, requiring paired degraded images and clean images. However, such kind
of data are not always available in the real-world applications. GAN-based imageto-image translation methods provide an effective way to restore clean images from
degraded images in an unsupervised way with unpaired data. Degraded images can
act as source domain data, while clean images are viewed as target domain data.
GAN-based methods can perform image-to-image translation to reduce the domain
distribution shift caused by image degradation between the source domain and the
target domain. In general, GAN architecture includes a generator and a discriminator. The former is to generate synthetic images from the source input data, while
the latter is to distinguish synthetic images from the real target data. The generator
and discriminator compete with each other until the network is converged. As an extension of GAN, CycleGAN [151] can achieve cycle-level image-to-image translation
between the source domain and the target domain, which is widely used for image
restoration.

Figure 2.2: The network architecture of CycleGAN [151].
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The image-to-image transfer in CycleGAN is achieved by training two generators
and two adversarial discriminators, as shown in Fig. 2.2. We define the source domain
(degraded images) as S and the target domain (clean images) as T . With regard to
the translation between source domain S and target domain T , we define transfer
functions G1 and G2 as the generators from S to T and from T to S, respectively.
Meanwhile, two adversarial discriminators DT and DS , corresponding to G1 and G2 ,
are defined. Specifically, feeding an image from the domain S to G1 which acts like a
Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) can generate a new image domain Tf ake , and the
discriminator DT is to classify whether the new image in the domain Tf ake is a real
image from the domain T or a fake image generated by the generator G1 . Similarly,
DS aims to recognize whether an image is a real image from domain S or a fake image
generated by G2 . Following [151], the total loss function of the domain adaptation is
defined as
L(G1 , G2 , DS , DT , S, T) = LGAN (G1 , DT , S, T)

(2.1)

+LGAN (G2 , DS , T, S) + λLCyc (G1 , G2 , S, T ),
where λ is a weight to balance the adversarial training loss LGAN and the cycle
consistency loss Lcyc in the cycle architecture. Lcyc is to keep the transfers from S to
T and from T to S cycle-consistent, which is defined as
Lcyc (G1 , G2 , S, T ) = EiS ∼IS [∥G2 (G1 (iS )) − iS ∥1 ] + EiT ∼IT [∥G1 (G2 (iT )) − iT ∥1 ], (2.2)
where iS ∈ IS and iT ∈ IT represent any images in S and T , respectively. The
adversarial training loss function is defined as
LGAN (G1 , DT , S, T) = EiT ∼IT [log(DT (iT ))] + EiS ∼IS [log(1 − DT (G1 (iS ))].

(2.3)

The training of these generators and discriminators aims to solve the optimization
problem of
G∗1 , G∗2 = arg min max L(G1 , G2 , DS , DT , S, T).
G1 ,G2 DS ,DT
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(2.4)

After solving Eq. (2.4) by gradient descent and back propagation, the learned
generator G∗1 can be used to transfer the degraded images to the corresponding clean
images.

2.3

Deep Learning Based Object Detection

Figure 2.3: Illustration of object detection [98] task.

Object detection task aims to figure out not only the class labels of objects inside
the input image, but also the localizations of the objects. Taking an image as the
input, the object detector will output a classification probability and a bounding
box for each object inside the image, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Current state-of-theart general-purpose object detectors are CNN-based networks, including one-stage
detectors, e.g., single-shot multi-box detector (SSD) [86], and two-stage detectors,
e.g., Fast R-CNN [32] and Faster R-CNN [98]. Faster R-CNN is arguably the most
popular two-stage object detector. Its first stage is to identify and generate regionof-interests (RoIs), and the second stage is to assign category probabilities to RoIs
and refine their localizations. On the other hand, as a representative of the one-stage
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detection frameworks, SSD can directly regress and classify anchors [86] on the whole
image. While one-stage detectors tend to be more efficient without RoI training, twostage detectors are often viewed to be more flexible and accurate. As an example, we
briefly introduce the framework of Faster R-CNN.
The utility of CNNs for object detection was better established by a series of
R-CNNs [33, 32, 98], where ‘R’ stands for regions or region proposals. R-CNN [33]
performs detection on 2,000 region proposals, while a faster version of R-CNN, i.e.,
Fast R-CNN [32], operates classification and regression directly on the whole image.
Built on Fast R-CNN, Ren et al. [98] proposed a faster version in which a novel
Region Proposal Network (RPN) shares the convolutional layers with Fast R-CNN
to improve the computation efficiency.

Figure 2.4: Illustration of Faster R-CNN [98] framework.

The pipeline of Faster R-CNN algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.4. Under Faster
R-CNN, an input image is first fed to a backbone network, e.g., VGG-16 [107], for
feature extraction to generate feature maps. Following that, RPN aims to generate
regions of interest (RoIs), i.e., regions in the image that could potentially contain
objects of interest, from a series of predefined anchors on the feature maps. Since
predefined anchors are extracted in a pixel-wise way, most of RoIs are quite redundant due to overlapping with each other. Hence, RoIs will go through non-maximum
suppression (NMS) [98] to filter out the redundant ones according to their classifica-
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tion scores. RoIs with higher classification scores will be kept and fed into subsequent
sub-networks. They will first go through an RoI pooling layer, which transforms all
the RoIs’ sizes to a predefined fixed one. Fixed-size feature maps (i.e., RoI feature
map) are then fed into two fully connected (FC) layers: one (Classification) predicts
the category probabilities for each object, and the other (Regression) estimates the
offset values of a target localization of an object corresponding to the RoI. In the
inference phase, Faster R-CNN outputs a bounding box, the corresponding category
label as well as the classification confidence for each object. The bounding box has
four parameters [x, y, w, h], where (x, y) denotes the center location, w and h are the
width and height of the bounding box, respectively. We define the regression offsets
[tx , ty , tw , th ] from a RoI to the predicted bounding box as
tx = (x − xr )/wr , ty = (y − y r )/hr ,
tw = log(w/wr ), th = log(h/hr ),

(2.5)

and their ground truth [t∗x , t∗y , t∗w , t∗h ], i.e., regression offsets from a RoI to the target
location of an object as
t∗x = (x∗ − xr )/wr , t∗y = (y ∗ − y r )/hr ,
t∗w = log(w∗ /wr ), t∗h = log(h∗ /hr ),

(2.6)

where [xr , y r , wr , hr ] are 2D center location, width and height of the RoI and [x∗ , y ∗ ,
w∗ , h∗ ] are 2D center location, width and height of the ground-truth localization of
the object. The regression loss is defined as the Smooth L1 loss function [33] between
the offsets of the predicted bounding box to the RoI and their ground truth if there
is an object inside the RoI. The classification loss is defined as the log loss over two
classes (object vs. no object).
Precision, Recall, mean Average Precision (mAP) are widely used metrics [98]
to evaluate object detection performance. The steps of determining mAP are: 1)
Compute a precision/recall based on a prediction result of inference against its ground
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truth. A prediction is viewed as a true positive when the predicted category is
the same as that of ground truth and the intersection-over-union (IoU) between the
predicted bounding box and its ground truth is more than 0.5; 2) Calculate the AP
as the area under the updated precision/recall curve by numerical integration [98]; 3)
Average the AP among all classes as the mAP.

2.4

Facial Landmark Detection

The face, embodying rich nonverbal information, like identity and emotion, is of great
importance in visual communication for the computer vision community. As a fundamental face-related task, facial landmark detection aims to automatically extract
the localization of facial key landmark points, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Facial landmark
detection determines the face shape by identifying the localization of characteristic
landmarks (points that delineate eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and face contour).
Some of those key points are dominant points presenting the specific location of a
facial component (e.g., eye corner and mouth corner). Others are interpolated points
connecting such dominant points between the facial components and the facial contour. Taken a facial image as input, the output of the facial landmark detector is a
vector of 2D landmark coordinates.
Facial landmark detection is a fundamental step of many face-related tasks, e.g.,
face recognition [153, 87], facial expression recognition [102], and head pose estimation [127]. They heavily rely on accurate detection of those landmark points. In
specific, facial landmark points can provide salient features as a guidance for facial
expression recognition to target at relevant regions of the face. Face alignment, i.e.,
facial landmark detection, is a pre-processing step for face recognition task, which
performs registration and alignment for facial images to eliminate in-plane rotations
and provides facial crops for following processing. For head pose estimation, facial
landmark points are critical to accurately estimate the parameters of 3D Morphable
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Figure 2.5: Examples of facial landmark detection.

Model (3DMM) [5]. Such parameters can construct the 3D head pose and facial
action units. Facial landmark detection is very common in many real-world applications, including human-machine interaction, entertainment, security surveillance,
and augmented reality.
There are several challenges for facial landmark detection: ① facial appearances
pose significant variation across subjects under diverse facial identities, expressions,
and head poses. ② The environment conditions, e.g., adverse illumination and occlusion by external objects, will affect the facial appearance and degrade facial image
quality. ③ Facial occlusion, by itself due to facial geometry or other objects, will lead
to incomplete facial appearance.
In general, facial landmark detection algorithms first extract facial features, such
as appearance and shape, then map them into landmark coordinates or heatmaps.
The facial appearance represents the patterns of distinctive pixel intensity presented
around the facial key points or in the whole face region, while face shape patterns are
determined by the landmark locations and their spatial relationships. Traditional facial landmark detection models [14, 15, 16, 104] usually utilize the parametric models
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to increase the shape variation. In specific, Active Shape Model (ASM) [15] proposes to model landmark distribution via Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and
adjusts parameters to perform model matching with face images. However, traditional facial landmark detectors fail in the cases with cluttered background, severe
occlusions, and higher variations on facial poses.
Recently, due to rich feature representation ability, deep learning based facial
landmark detectors have achieved state-of-the-art detection performance, which include coordinate regression models and heatmap regression models. The former aims
to directly map the facial image to the landmark coordinates with multiple regression
models. For example, LAB [126] utilizes stacked hourglass network to extract more
effective facial boundary features by employing the adversarial strategy and using
message passing layers. LAB enhances the shape variations and improves the alignment performance. Nevertheless, regression of landmark coordinates mainly utilizes
full connection operations, which lacks of fully making use of the spatial context embedding in the spatial space. Heatmap regression-based methods estimate landmarks
by landmark heatmap regression, which better encode the context information and
achieve state-of-the-art performance. Style Aggregated Network (SAN) [22] proposes
a heatmap regression-based alignment method under image style variation. LUVLi
[66] presents a novel end-to-end framework by jointly estimating the landmark locations, uncertainty, and visibility, achieving better detection performance.
We take SAN as an example to describe the face alignment algorithm in detail.
The network framework of SAN is motivated by the widely-existing style variation
in facial landmark detection benchmarks [101, 126]. Because the facial images are
captured in the wild with unconstrained environment and various camera settings,
e.g., dark or light, gray-scale or color images, style variance is relatively large in the
real-world facial landmark detection data. To solve this issue, SAN first transforms
images with diverse styles into an aggregated style by employing CycleGAN, and
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Figure 2.6: The framework of SAN [22].

then the original image and the style-aggregated image are fed into a deep model
together to estimate the landmarks. In this way, the original image can provide
localization information for landmark estimation, which can not be achieved by the
style-aggregated image since it lacks fine details. The landmark detection pipeline of
SAN is shown in Fig. 2.6. For the facial landmark prediction module, the green line
refers to the style-aggregated faces and the blue line indicates the original face images.
Both two kinds of images go through several convolution layers for feature extraction
to obtain two complementary features. Such complementary features are fused to
generate heatmap estimations by fully connected layers in a cascaded manner. Then
the coordinate of each landmark is generated by performing the argmax function on
each heatmap. SAN is optimized by the distance between the predicted heatmaps
and the corresponding ground truth.
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Chapter 3
Literature review
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3.1

Image Restoration

Image restoration has been a long-standing topic in digital image processing and remains active in recent years with the rapid rise of deep learning techniques. Image
restoration aims to recover a clean image from a degraded version. It is a typical
ill-posed inverse problem, since there are infinite possible mappings between multidimensional degraded images and the restored ones. Traditional image restoration
methods generally employ mathematics and probabilistic algorithms with handcrafted
features to solve inverse problems, while they suffer from limited generalization ability. Recently, deep learning neural networks (DNNs) have achieved great success in
computer vision tasks, such as recognition, classification, and image restoration. It
is efficient for DNNs to learn image priors as effective regularization terms to restore
degraded images. CNN-based image restoration methods learn mappings between
degraded and clean images from large-scale paired datasets. For example, SRCNN
[21] presents an image super resolution method, DnCNN [141] proposes a CNN-based
image denoising method, AEFNet [26] is proposed for single image shadow removal,
and Zero-DCE [36] is a low-light image enhancement network. Numerous CNN-based
models employ larger and deeper neural network architecture designs to improve feature representation ability, such as residual block [64, 140], dense block [148], and
others [68, 119, 109, 142, 125, 44]. Attention mechanism, such as channel attention
[147, 19] and non-local attention [81, 89], is incorporated into CNN framework to improve the performance. In addition, generative adversarial networks (GANs) can also
be applied to image restoration tasks [53, 67, 74]. GAN-based methods have achieved
advanced performance in various applications including underwater imaging [72, 71],
shadow removal [53], fluorescence image reconstruction [4], and image deblurring [67].
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3.2

Shadow Removal

Shadows are present in most natural images where the light source is blocked. Spatialvariant color and illumination distortion presented in the shadow region can hinder
the performance of other computer vision tasks [17, 62, 92, 103, 144], such as object
detection and tracking, object recognition, semantic segmentation, etc.
For shadow images, many image restoration algorithms have been developed for
removing the shadow and restoring the original clear image. Traditional shadow
removal methods employ prior information, e.g., gradient [35], illumination [143, 106,
129], and region [42, 116], for removing shadows. Recent deep learning based shadow
removal methods boost the removal performance because of the available large-scale
datasets of paired and unpaired shadow and shadow free images [69, 20, 53]. The
Deshadow-Net [96] extracted multi-context features, involving global localization,
appearance, and semantics, to predict a shadow matte layer for removing shadow
in an end-to-end manner. Wang et al. proposed ST-CGAN [117] for joint shadow
detection and removal by employing a stacked conditional GAN framework. The DSC
[152] additionally utilized direction-aware context to improve shadow detection and
removal. Le et al. [69] proposed to remove shadows from the perspective of shadow
decomposition. On the other hand, the GAN based methods, e.g., MaskShadow-GAN
[53], made it possible to perform shadow removal on unpaired shadow and shadow
free images by viewing it as an image-to-image translation problem. However, these
methods suffered from artifacts and image blur. They also required the unpaired
shadow and shadow free image sets to have similar statistical distribution.
In this dissertation, we model the shadow removal problem from a novel direction,
i.e., an auto-exposure fusion problem on paired shadow and shadow free images.
Multiple over-exposure shadow images are generated to compensate the color and
illumination degradation in the shadow region, then they are ‘smartly’ fused together
to obtain the shadow free image.
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3.3

Object Detection at Nighttime

The state-of-the-art performance in object detection is rapidly improving in recent
years. One-stage (SSD [86], YOLO [97], RetinaNet [80]) and two-stage (Faster RCNN [98], Mask R-CNN [48]) detection frameworks have achieved promising performance in real-world applications. We briefly review the underlying pipeline for Faster
R-CNN algorithm. Under Faster R-CNN, an input image is first fed to a backbone
network, e.g., VGG-16 [107], for feature extraction to generate a feature map. Then,
feature maps are fed into two sub-networks: RPN phase and R-CNN (Region-CNN)
phase. The RPN phase is mainly learning to generate Region of Interests (RoIs) for
objects, and the R-CNN phase is to perform the object classification and refine the
localization of RoIs. The output of Faster R-CNN is a bounding box for each object
and corresponding class category and confidence. The bounding box has four parameters [x, y, w, h], where (x, y) denotes the center location, w and h are the width and
height.
Deep object detectors generally require a large amount of manually labeled data
for supervised learning. Nonetheless, most of them operate well at daytime, under
favorable illumination conditions, and scale badly to nighttime scenarios with challenging lighting conditions. Further, manual annotation of nighttime images are hard
and time-consuming, because even human cannot clearly discern objects in adverse
nighttime scenario. Nighttime detection task has attracted a lot of attention recently.
Domain specific works [131, 31, 13] explore the human detection at nighttime by considering the type of cameras. Other works [65, 105] pertain to vehicle detection in
driving scenarios. Domain-invariant representations [1, 100] or fusion works [114] are
designed to be robust to illumination changes. Image translation work [2] aims to
improve retrieval-based localization at nighttime.
In this dissertation, we focus on vehicle detection at nighttime in traffic surveillance scenarios. One traditional way to solve this is to fine-tune the already-trained
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daytime perception model on the limited nighttime data, and hopefully it can perform well on nighttime scenarios, but it requires extra time and additional-labeled
nighttime data for model fine-tuning. Another traditional way [73] might use Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) based image to image translation methods in an
unpaired way, such as CycleGAN [151] and UNIT [84], to transfer daytime images to
fake nighttime images. Paired daytime and nighttime images are hard to obtain in the
real-world applications, due to the dynamic traffic and environment changes. This
kind of image translation considers this problem as domain adaptation for model finetuning on synthetic nighttime images without labeling the nighttime data. However,
these methods also need extra time for model fine-tuning. In addition, GAN based
image translation suffers from model collapse and does not preserve content details
very well [93, 84, 151, 54, 121]. Bottleneck layers in a general deep generator hurt the
learning ability of convolution kernels due to downsampling and upsampling operations, resulting in possible losing some structure details. Besides, unpaired training
data of different domains limits the detail-preserving ability of generators due to the
lack of pixel-wise correspondence. In contrast, we aim to adapt the daytime detection
model to nighttime detection for reusing the daytime domain knowledge.

3.4

Shadow Degradation and Facial Landmark Detection

Facial landmark detection [128, 149, 61] is a fundamental step for numerous facial related applications, e.g., face recognition and verification [153, 87], 3D face reconstruction [83], and safety-critical applications, e.g., deepfake detection [150, 79], and facial
reenactment [139, 110] for virtual avatar applications. It aims to detect the location of
predefined facial landmarks, e.g., the corners of the eyes, eyebrows, the tip of the nose.
Deep facial landmark detectors can be classified into two types: direct coordinate
regression [113, 115, 76] and heatmap-based approaches [22, 118, 154]. Coordinatebased landmark detection attempts to locate landmarks directly from images. Valle
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et al. [115] infer landmark locations by a combined network with a tree-structure regression. Heatmap-based methods estimate a likelihood heatmap for each landmark
and then infer localization prediction, rendering promising performance over direct
regression [3]. Dong et al. [22] propose a style-aggregated network (SAN) to reduce
the effect of style variations. Wang et al. [118] propose High-Resolution Network
(HRNet) to fully explore high resolution information via performing multi-resolution
fusion. LUVLi [66] proposes a deep model to jointly estimate the landmark locations
and uncertainty predictions. Graph-based deep learning can also be utilized for facial
landmark detection with good robustness and accuracy [76].
While recent deep-learning techniques bring us continuously improved landmarkdetection performance, most of them are designed to handle only images of “clean
faces”. However, in real-world applications, face images usually contain image degradations, such as noise, shadow, and haze, which may significantly affect the performance of landmark detectors. Particularly, as a natural phenomenon, shadows
are very common on face images – in practice, light to any face region can be occluded by surrounding objects, especially for portrait images captured in the wild.
Spatial-variant illumination and color distortion in the shadow region [26] degrade
the image quality and undermine the image features significantly. Shadow degrades
visual quality, resulting in data distribution shift from clean images. Generally, domain gap will lead to performance drop when a pre-trained deep model on clean
images is evaluated on degraded domain [108, 25]. The effect of shadow on facial
landmark detection task is still under-explored. Image-level degradation via shadow
can be alleviated by shadow removal such that providing a high-quality image for
better visual effect. However, visual quality improvement does not always promise
performance increasing of a high-level perception task [94, 50, 25]. Whether shadow
removal benefits facial landmark detection remains unexplored. In this dissertation,
we firstly attempt to explore the mutual influence of shadow removal and facial land-
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mark detection to verify the effect of shadow removal on image visual quality and
facial landmark detection.
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Chapter 4
Shadow removal for image visual quality
enhancement via auto-exposure fusion
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4.1

Overview

Shadows are present in most natural images where the light source is blocked. Spatialvariant color and illumination distortion presented in the shadow region can hinder
the performance of other computer vision tasks [17, 62, 92, 103, 144], such as object
detection and tracking, object recognition, semantic segmentation, etc.
Previous shadow removal works either model this task based on physical shadow
models for paired shadow and shadow-free images [69] or model it as an image-toimage translation problem based on the generative adversarial networks (GAN) for
unpaired shadow and shadow-free images [53]. However, the learned shadow removal
transformations by GAN-based methods, e.g., MaskShadowGAN [53], tend to generate artifacts and image blur. They also suffer from data distribution requirements,
where they expect the unpaired shadow and shadow-free image sets to share statistical similarity [78], which is hard to be satisfied when data acquisition is unstable.
On the other hand, the publicly available large-scale datasets of paired shadow and
shadow-free images, such as SRD [96], ISTD [117], and ISTD+ [69], allow shadow
removal tasks to learn a physically plausible transformation in a supervised way. In
this chapter, we focus on paired training data to perform the shadow removal task.
Shadow casting decreases the image quality with color and illumination degradation, over-exposure of the shadow image is an effective way to enhance the image
quality. Intuitively, fusing the over-exposed one and the original shadow image could
obtain the desired shadow-free image. Recent shadow decomposition works [69, 70],
based on physical shadow models, mainly learn to relight the shadow image to a lit
version and then fuse them together to acquire the desired shadow-free image via a
shadow matte. However, since shadow casting degrades the color and illumination
across the spatial region in a background-dependent and spatial-variant manner (i.e.,
the contiguous shadow cast on the background image may cause the shadow region
to appear differently based on how the original shadow-free background region looks
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like, as well as where the shadow is cast spatially on the background image), we argue
that multiple over-exposure fusion allows much higher level of flexibility and can provide a better solution to compensate the shadow region to have the same color and
illumination with its non-shadow area, and better recovers the underlying content of
the shadow region.
Shadow removal is still a challenging task for powerful state-of-the-art deep neural networks (DNN). Unknown and diverse shadow patterns pose two challenges to
existing DNN based solutions: ❶ Shadow removal is a background-dependent task,
which requires DNN to not only recover the illumination and color consistency with
the shadow free area but also to preserve the content underlying the shadow. The
spatial-variant property of shadow area requires that the fusion should be ‘smart’
enough to adaptively select the desired over-exposure pixels from various images to
obtain the final shadow-free version. ❷ It is hard to obtain traceless background due
to inconsistent shadow patterns along the boundary and inside the shadow region.
In this chapter, we propose a novel method, named auto-exposure fusion network,
for single image shadow removal, as shown in Fig. 4.1(A). We first utilize exposure
estimation to learn multiple over-exposure images by compensating the shadow region
with different exposure levels. Then we propose the shadow-aware FusionNet to
produce fusion weight maps across all the over-exposure images for addressing the
first challenge. It can ‘smartly’ select which over-exposed pixel is the best one to
recover the position-specific background. The proposed method fuses the input image
and its over-exposure versions in a pixel-wise way. Further, we propose a boundaryaware RefineNet to remove the remaining shadow trace for refining the removal result
obtained in the previous step. Figure 4.1(B) shows that the proposed method can
obtain traceless background image than the state-of-the-art methods SP+M-Net [69]
and DSC [52]. The contributions of this research are:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to study the shadow removal
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Figure 4.1: A: Illustration of the proposed auto-exposure fusion for shadow removal.
B: Visualization results of our shadow removal results with the state-of-the-art methods. a) and b) are the shadow removal results of SP+M-Net [69] and DSC [52],
respectively.

problem from the perspective of auto-exposure fusion.
• To accurately remove the shadow, we propose a new learning-based shadow-aware
FusionNet followed by a boundary-aware RefineNet to accurately estimate, smartly
fuse, and meticulously refine multiple over-exposure maps.
• The comprehensive experimental results on the public ISTD, ISTD+, and SRD
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datasets show that the proposed method achieved better performance in shadow
regions and comparable performance in non-shadow regions over the state-of-theart methods.

4.2

Methodology

In this section, we propose to formulate the shadow removal as an exposure fusion
problem to recover traceless background in the shadow image. We introduce the
whole framework and reveal the challenges. Then, we explain how we generate the
multi-exposure images for fusion. Next, our two main contributions, i.e., shadowaware FusionNet and boundary-aware RefineNet, help to address the challenges and
achieve much better deshadowed images.

Exposure Fusion for Shadow Removal
We recast the shadow removal task as an exposure fusion problem and it can be
formulated as
Î = ϕ(Is ),

(4.1)

where ϕ(·) denotes a transfer function that can map the shadow image Is to the
corresponding shadow free image Î. A well-exposure image, i.e., shadow free image,
could be obtained by exposure fusion of brackets of multi-exposure images to improve
the image quality of shadow image. The purpose of employing image over exposure
is to compensate the shadow region to have the same color and illumination as the
non-shadow region. In this research, we formulate the shadow region as an under
exposed area of the shadow image. Then the problem left is to recover this area
to its counterpart version which has the consistent color and illumination with the
unshadowed area. Then, we can reformulate Eq. (4.1) to
Î = ϕ(Is , Ioi ), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },
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(4.2)

where Ioi corresponds to the i-th over-exposure image of shadow image Is . An intuitive
way to solve it is to estimate an over-exposure version of the shadow image and then
fuse them together to directly infer the desired shadow-free one. Nevertheless, shadow
region is background-dependent and presents spatial-variant property, i.e., the color
and illumination distortion across shadow region is variant, single over-exposure could
not adaptively reflect the degradation in spatial space.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the proposed framework for shadow removal with shadowaware FusionNet and boundary-aware RefineNet.

Therefore, we propose an auto-exposure fusion network for fusing shadow image
with a sequence of over exposed shadow images aiming to obtain the shadow free
one. The whole framework of shadow removal is shown in Fig. 4.2. We first employ a
deep learning network to generate a sequence of over exposed shadow images. Then
we propose the shadow-aware FusionNet to ‘smartly’ fuse brackets of exposed images
by generating fusion weight maps across each pixel of the input image to adaptively
recover the color and illumination. However, due to the existing partial shadowed
region, it is hard to obtain traceless background due to the inconsistent shadow
patterns along the boundary and inside the shadow area. Further, we propose a
boundary-aware RefineNet, to remove the residual shadow trace with the help of
boundary mask.
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Over-exposure Sequence Generation
We generate multiple exposure images through channel-wise weighting of the shadow
image Is as following:
Ioi = αi Is + βi , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N },

(4.3)

where αi ∈ R3×1 controls the exposure degree of the i-th over-exposure image and βi ∈
R3×1 decides the potential intensity shifting. To realize the goal of shadow removal,
we should estimate {αi } and {βi } to make the shadow regions in the generated overexposure images have the same color with the shadow-free regions in Is . To this end,
we aim to train a DNN to estimate the exposure parameters adaptively by taking
the shadow image and shadow mask Im as input. Nevertheless, estimating all of the
N exposure parameters directly via a DNN could let the training difficult. Instead,
we adopt a two-stage way: first, we train a DNN to estimate the median exposure
degree, i.e., α N and β N
2

2

(α N , β N ) = φ(Is , Im ),
2

(4.4)

2

where φ(·) denotes the DNN for exposure parameter estimation. Second, we generate
all exposure images by performing a simple interpolation on α N and β N with the
2

2

assumption that the over-exposure sequence’s images have similar color with minor
difference
[αi , βi ] = γi [α N , β N ], i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N ,
2

2

(4.5)

where {γi } denotes the interpolation coefficients. Then, the key problem becomes
how to train φ(·), which is a deep regression problem. The input data of exposure
estimation is the shadow image and corresponding shadow mask. The ground truth
of α N β N is calculated by performing the least squares method [8] on the shadow
2

2

mask covered regions of shadow image and its shadow-free counterpart. We optimize
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the exposure estimation by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) between the
estimated parameters and its ground truth. Note that, exposure parameters are
estimated independently between color channels to adaptively adjust color distortion
caused by shadow as well as camera sensor.

Shadow-aware FusionNet
In this section, we design the FusionNet to fuse the generated over-exposure images
{Ioi } and produce the shadow-free image Î. Intuitively, we can fuse {Ioi } by assigning
each pixel a weight across different exposure degree
Î[p] =

N
X

Wi [p]Ioi [p],

(4.6)

i=0

where Io0 = Is , and Wi has the same size with Ioi . Actually, such process means that
each pixel of the final shadow-free image is the linear combination of N over-exposure
images at the same pixel position and is fused independently. However, the fusion
strategy ignores the local smoothness, leading to less natural or even noisy fusion
results. Then, we further extend Eq. (4.6) by
Î[p] =

N
X
i=0

(Ki ⊛

Ioi )[p]

=

N
X
X

kip [p − q]Ioi [q],

(4.7)

i=0 q∈N (p)

where ⊛ denotes the pixel-wise convolution, i.e., each pixel is filtered by a kernel
that is not shared by other pixels. Specifically, the p-th pixel of Ioi (e.g., Ioi [p]) and
its neighboring pixels (i.e., {Ioi [q]|q ∈ N (p)}) are linearly combined by an exclusive
kernel (i.e., kip the p-th kernel in Ki ) as the combination weights and kip [p−q] denotes
[p − q]-th elements of kip . N (p) is the neighboring pixels of p. Compared with Eq.
(4.6), Eq. (4.7) considers the neighboring pixels’ color and could avoid potential noisy
results with better removal effect. We denote K = {Ki } as pixel-wise fusion kernels.
Then, the key of generating the true shadow-free image is to estimate the fusion
kernels accurately. Motivated by the above process, we propose to estimate the fusion
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weight maps by training a CNN that takes the shadow image with shadow mask for
guidance
K = FusionNet(Im , Io ),

(4.8)

where Im is the shadow mask. The FusionNet is required to understand the shadow
images and predict kernels that can spatially adapt to different shadow-covered contexts, thus can select suitable pixels from the multiple over-exposure images for
shadow removal.

Figure 4.3: Illustration of the proposed shadow-aware FusionNet.

The pipeline of the shadow-aware FusionNet is shown in Fig. 4.3. FusionNet
achieves shadow free recovery by ‘smartly’ selecting position-specific over-exposure
pixels. The input data includes brackets of multiple exposure images, i.e., the shadow
image Is , corresponding shadow mask Im , and over-exposure images {Ioi }. FusionNet
generates fusion weight maps, across all over-exposure images, to ‘smartly’ fuse the
proper pixels from over-exposure versions with the shadow ones to the shadow free
counterpart. Shadow mask Im acts as a fusion guidance for FusionNet to let it assign
low weights to non-shadow region and focus mostly on the shadow region, which is
shown by the fusion weight maps in Fig. 4.3.
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We employ L1 distance to optimize our shadow-aware FusionNet. The loss function Lpix (Î, Î∗ ) is the pixel-wise L1 distance between the ground truth shadow free
image Î∗ and the shadow removed image Î
Lpix (Î, Î∗ ) = ∥Î∗ − Î∥1 .

(4.9)

Boundary-aware RefineNet
Partially shadowed (penumbra) pixels exist along the shadow boundary. Inconsistent
shadow patterns along the shadow boundary and inside the shadow region are still a
challenge to state-of-the-art solutions to obtain traceless background. To solve this
issue, we propose a boundary-aware RefineNet to eliminate the remaining shadow
trace, which is shown in Fig. 4.4. It acts as a refinement of the shadow removal result
obtained from FusionNet. Specifically, we model the boundary-aware RefineNet as
F = RefineNet(Is , Im , Imb , Î),

(4.10)

where Imb is a penumbra mask, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Similar to Eq. (4.7), F is
also pixel-wise refine kernels that integrate the context of pixel’s k × k neighborhood
region with that pixel to remove remaining trace. Then the refined shadow free image
becomes
Îr [p] = (F ⊛ Î)[p] =

X

f p [p − q]Î[q]

(4.11)

q∈N (p)

where f p ∈ Rk×k is the exclusive kernel for performing convolution between the k × k
neighboring pixels of the pixel p (i.e., N (p)) and the kernel weights in f p .
RefineNet’s input data includes: the shadow image Is , shadow mask Im , penumbra
mask Imb , and initial shadow removal result Î. Penumbra mask acts as a guidance
for RefineNet to keep color and illumination consistency of the shadow removed,
shadow boundary, and the non-shadow regions. Penumbra mask Imb is extracted
by computing the difference between dilated shadow mask Imd and eroded shadow
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the proposed boundary-aware RefineNet.
mask Ime for the penumbra region. We dilate/erode the shadow mask by 7 pixels to
generate Imd and Ime . The goal of RefineNet is to output a refined shadow removal
image without trace.
The pixel-wise L1 distance Lpix (Îr , Î∗ ), between the ground-truth shadow-free image Î∗ and the refined version of shadow removed image Îr , is utilized to optimize the
boundary-aware RefineNet. In addition, inspired by Poisson image editing [95], we
propose a boundary-aware loss Lbd (Îr , Is , Î∗ , Im ) to seamlessly remove the shadow. It
is defined as
Lbd (Îr , Is , Î∗ , Im ) = MSE(∇Îr , ∇Is ) ∗ (1 − Im ) + MSE(∇Îr , ∇Î∗ ) ∗ Im

(4.12)

where ∇ denotes the Laplacian gradient operator. It aims to minimize the gradient
domain along the shadow boundary. It keeps the same gradient domain of nonshadow region between predicted shadow-free image Îr and shadow image Is . At the
same time, it reduces the difference of gradient domain between predicted shadow-free
image Îr and ground-truth one Î∗ in the shadow region. The total loss of RefineNet
is a weighted sum of Lpix (Îr , Î∗ ) and Lbd (Îr , Is , Î∗ , Im ), as shown in Fig. 4.4. We set
λ to 0.1 in the experiment.
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Implementation Details
The proposed pipeline is implemented in PyTorch. The details of network setting
and training are:
1) Exposure estimation is trained together with FusionNet. Its goal is to estimate
the median-exposure version of the input shadow image. We employ ResNeXt [130] as
backbone to do the estimation. We set the number of over-exposure images N to 5 by
linearly interpolating the estimated exposure parameters with scaling factors between
[0.95, 1.05]. For FusionNet, we employ a DNN with U-Net256 [99] as backbone.
2) Then boundary-aware RefineNet is to improve the shadow removal result with
the same backbone as FusionNet. We train the RefineNet with exposure estimation
and FusionNet together but freezing the latter two. Both FusionNet and RefineNet
take the shadow mask as input, and we describe the setting of the datasets in Sec.
6.3.
In our experiments, same training parameters setting are employed for these three
parts. The input image is resized to 256×256. The minibatch size is 8 and the initial
learning rate is set to 0.0001. We use Adam optimizer for all the networks. We
trained 400 epochs for each network.

4.3

Experiment

Datasets and Evaluation Measurement
Datasets. We train and evaluate the proposed method on three public datasets:
ISTD [117], adjusted ISTD (ISTD+) [69], and SRD [96] datasets. They all have
paired shadow and shadow-free images. Dataset ISTD and its adjusted version also
have shadow masks. We introduce these three datasets as following:
1) The training set of ISTD dataset has 1,330 triplets of shadow, shadow free,
and shadow mask images. The testing split consists of 540 triplets. The ISTD+
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dataset has the same number of triplets with ISTD except that it adjusts the color
inconsistency, between the shadow and shadow free image, with image processing
algorithm [69]. The color mismatch results from the data acquisition setup. We use
ground-truth shadow masks for training stage, while for inference, we compute the
shadow masks by operating Otsu’s algorithm to the difference between shadow and
shadow free images, similar to MaskShadow-GAN [53]. We additionally refine these
masks by a median filter to remove noises.
2) SRD dataset consists of 408 pairs of shadow and shadow free images without
the ground-truth shadow mask. Here we simply use an adaptive threshold detection
method, same as the one used in ISTD dataset, to extract the shadow mask from the
difference between shadow free and shadow images. The extracted shadow masks are
used both for training and testing. We utilize the public shadow masks provided by
DHAN [18] for evaluation.
Evaluation measures. We utilize the root mean square error (RMSE) in LAB
color space between the shadow removal result and the ground-truth shadow free
image to evaluate the shadow removal performance, following previous works [117,
42, 96, 69, 18]. We directly compare our auto-exposure fusion framework with several
state-of-the-art methods on the ISTD, ISTD+, and SRD datasets in quantitative and
qualitative ways.

Shadow Removal Evaluation on ISTD Dataset
We first report the shadow removal results of our method on ISTD dataset [117],
as shown in Table 4.1. We compare the proposed method with the state-of-the-art
algorithms: Guo et al. [42], Gong et al. [34], ST-CGAN [117], MaskShadow-GAN
[53], DSC [52], and DHAN [18]. Different from other methods, MaskShadow-GAN
utilizes unpaired shadow and shadow free images for training. The first row shows
the RMSE values of the input shadow image and corresponding shadow free image
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Table 4.1: Shadow removal results of our networks compared to state-of-the-art
shadow removal methods on the ISTD [117] dataset.
Method \ RMSE

Shadow

Non-Shadow

All

Input Image

32.12

7.19

10.97

Guo et al. [42]
Gong et al. [34]
MaskShadow-GAN [53]
ST-CGAN [117]
DSC [52]
DHAN [18]

18.95
14.98
12.67
10.33
9.76
8.14

7.46
7.29
6.68
6.93
6.14
6.04

9.30
8.53
7.41
7.47
6.67
6.37

Ours

7.77

5.56

5.92

without shadow removal operation. It shows that the proposed method obtains the
best shadow removal performance in both shadow and non-shadow regions, leading to
the lowest RMSE in the whole image. Specifically, the proposed method outperforms
DSC [52] by 20.3% and 11.2% RMSE decreasing in shadow region and the whole
image, respectively. The proposed method also outperforms the method DHAN [18]
by reducing the RMSE from 8.14 to 7.77 in the shadow region. Training with unpaired
data doesn’t perform as well as training with paired version. Specifically, the proposed
method outperforms MaskShadow-GAN by 38.6% and 20.1% RMSE decreasing in the
shadow region and the whole area, respectively.
We also report the shadow removal performance of our proposed method on the
adjusted ISTD (ISTD+) [69] dataset. As shown in Table 4.2, we compare the proposed method with state-of-the-art algorithms: Guo et al. [42], Gong et al. [34],
ST-CGAN [117], DeshadowNet [96], MaskShadow-GAN [53], Param+M+D-Net [70],
and SP+M-Net [69]. It turns out that the proposed method achieves the best shadow
removal performance in the shadow region, outperforming SP+M-Net by 17.7% lower
RMSE. It outperforms the DeshadowNet and ST-CGAN trained with paired shadow
and shadow-free images, decreasing the RMSE by 59.1% and 51.4%, respectively.
Compared to methods training with unpaired data, training with paired images
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Table 4.2: Shadow removal results of our networks compared to state-of-the-art
shadow removal methods on the ISTD+ [69] dataset.
Method \ RMSE

Shadow

Non-Shadow

All

Input Image

40.2

2.6

8.5

Guo et al. [42]
Gong et al. [34]
ST-CGAN [117]
DeshadowNet [96]
MaskShadow-GAN [53]
Param+M+D-Net [70]
SP+M-Net [69]

22.0
13.3
13.4
15.9
12.4
9.7
7.9

3.1
7.7
6.0
4.0
3.0
3.1

6.1
8.7
7.6
5.3
4.0
3.9

Ours

6.5

3.8

4.2

still acquire better results. The proposed method outperforms Param+M+D-Net
by about 32.9%, trained with unpaired shadow and shadow free patches. The proposed method achieves the comparable performance in the non-shadow and whole
image region.

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the visualization results of shadow removal on dataset ISTD
[117]. a) to g) are the results from comparison methods: Guo et al. [42], ST-CGAN
[117], MaskShadow-GAN [53], Param+M+D-Net [70], DSC [52], SP+M-Net [69], and
DHAN [18], respectively.

Figure 4.5 shows the visualization results of shadow removal from our methods and
other state-of-the-art methods on the ISTD dataset. We can see that our result could
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recover traceless background in the shadow region. We can clearly see that traditional
method, Guo et al. [42], suffers from severe artifacts and could not recover shadowed
pixels successfully due to limited feature representation ability. ST-CGAN could
improve the performance by training large-scale data, while it tends to generate blurry
images, random artifacts, and incorrect colors, e.g., the fourth row shadow removed
image. MaskShadowGAN and Param+M+D-Net also suffer from producing blurry
images. Random artifacts along the shadow boundary can be easily spotted in the
result of Param+M+D-Net, and it relights the boundary rather than removing it.
Even though DSC and SP+M-Net could remove most of the shadow, their results
still have trace along the shadow boundary, which does not exist in our result.

Shadow Removal Evaluation on SRD Dataset
In this section, we show our shadow removal results on SRD dataset [96] in Table 4.3.
We evaluate our result with the public masks provided by DHAN [18]. The proposed
method obtains the best shadow removal results with the lowest RMSE in the shadow
region. It reduces the RMSE from 8.94 to 8.56, compared to DHAN.
Table 4.3: Shadow removal results of our networks compared to state-of-the-art
shadow removal methods on the SRD [96] dataset.
Method \ RMSE

Shadow

Non-Shadow

All

Input Image

40.28

4.76

14.11

Guo et al. [42]
DeshadowNet [96]
DSC [52]
DHAN [18]

29.89
11.78
10.89
8.94

6.47
4.84
4.99
4.80

12.60
6.64
6.23
5.67

Ours

8.56

5.75

6.51

As shown in Table 4.3, the non-shadow region’s RMSE values of different methods
are very close (mean: 5.4, standard deviation: 0.6), which are similar to those of the
Table 4.2 for ISTD+ dataset (mean: 4.4, standard deviation: 1.7). However, the
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standard deviations of the RMSE values in shadow region are significantly larger.
This means that different methods including ours all perform well and very close on
the non-shadow region, and the main difficulty of this problem comes from the shadow
region. For the shadow region, our method obviously obtains the best performance.

Ablation Study
We conduct ablation studies on ISTD+ dataset to evaluate the contribution of each
step of our proposed method. For the effectiveness of per-pixel kernel fusion, i.e.,
Eq. (4.7) over Eq. (4.6), we perform Fusion-N1 which fuses pairs of over-exposure
and shadow images with the per-pixel kernel that considers 3 × 3 neighboring pixels
and with pixel-wise fusion. It turns out that fusing image pair with neighboring
information can boost the performance from 7.6 to 7.1 for RMSE in the shadow
region, because neighboring region provides important spatial context information to
represent the structure. We set 3 × 3 neighborhood for FusionNet.
Then, we conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of multiple over-exposure
by controlling the number of over-exposure images. In our implementation, we set
the number N to 1, 3, and 5. The shadow removal models are denoted as Fusion-N1,
Fusion-N3, and Fusion-N5, respectively. N is set to 5 for the remaining experiments. We test the effectiveness of boundary-aware RefineNet and loss Lbd by models
Fusion+RefineNet and Fusion+RefineNet+Lbd , respectively. The results are summarized in Table 4.4.
To estimate the effectiveness of multiple over-exposure to the shadow-aware FusionNet, we report the performance in shadow, non-shadow, and whole image regions
with the metric RMSE. When N is 5, the shadow removal result in the shadow region
reaches lower RMSE 6.9, compared to when N = 1. We set N to 5 for later ablation
experiments. With the introducing of boundary-aware RefineNet, Fusion+RefineNet
improves the shadow removal performance by about 0.3 RMSE decreasing. It verifies
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Table 4.4: Ablation study of shadow removal on the ISTD+ [69] dataset.
Method \ RMSE

Shadow

Non-Shadow

All

Input Image

40.2

2.6

8.5

Fusion-N1
Fusion-N3
Fusion-N5

7.1
7.2
6.9

3.9
3.9
4.0

4.4
4.5
4.4

Fusion+RefineNet
Fusion+RefineNet+Lbd

6.6
6.5

3.8
3.8

4.3
4.2

that penumbra region is a challenge for shadow removal task to get traceless background. The RMSE in the non-shadow region also decreased, compared to Fusion-N5.
Further, Lbd loss optimized the shadow removal model Fusion+RefineNet+Lbd better
to reach the lowest RMSE 6.5, 3.8, and 4.2 in the shadow, non-shadow and the whole
image regions.
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RMSE
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6.0
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(b) Std. Dev. of pixels’ GT exposures in Shadow Region

Figure 4.6: RMSE vs. average (i.e., (a)) and std. dev. (i.e., (b)) of pixels’ GT
exposures in shadow region for each testing example.

To explain the small margin of shadow removal performance gain of Fusion-N5
over Fusion-N1, we calculate the ground truth exposure for the p-th pixel in the
shadow region by dividing the shadow-free pixel with its shadow counterpart for each
testing example. Then, we count the average and the standard deviation (std. dev.)
of GT exposures of all pixels in the shadow region for each example and show their
relationship to the example’s RMSE of the 3 variants in Fig. 4.6. We see that: 1) For
the most examples, Fusion-N5 and Fusion-N3 have lower RMSE than Fusion-N1&N3
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and Fusion-N1, respectively. 2) Most examples’ GT exposures have small variations
(i.e., small std. dev.) across spatial coordinates, leading to similar RMSE on the
three methods. 3) When the GT exposures’ variation become larger, the advantages
of Fusion-N3&5 become more obvious.
Table 4.5: Comparison of traceless background results in penumbra region on ISTD+
[69] dataset.
Method \ RMSE
SP+M-Net [69]
Ours

Penumbra
7.06
5.96

We also compare our method with the state-of-the-art method SP+M-Net [69]
about measuring the shadow removal result without residual trace. We evaluate
the RMSE metric in the penumbra region by considering the penumbra mask Imb .
As shown in Table 4.5, our method performs better, decreasing RMSE by 15.5%.
Visualizations are shown in Fig. 4.5(f) and ours. The SP+M-Net does not perform
well to remove the residual trace.
RMSE:13.10

RMSE:5.55

RMSE:1.80

RMSE:2.50

a)

b)

Input image

Shadow mask

Shadow-removed
image

Ground truth

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the visualization results of shadow removal for a) a fully
shadowed image and b) a fully shadow-free image from ISTD+ [69] dataset.
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We also show the visualization results of two edge cases sampled from ISTD+
[69] dataset for shadow removal, which are shown in Fig. 4.7. Figure 4.7(a) shows
shadow removal result of a fully shadowed image. The input shadow mask has value
1 for all its elements, since the whole region needs to perform shadow removal. We
also report the evaluation metric RMSE before and after shadow removal. Before
shadow removal, the RMSE between the input shadow image and the ground-truth
shadow-free image is 13.10, while it drops to 5.55 (i.e., the RMSE between the shadowremoved image and the ground truth) after shadow removal. It shows the proposed
method can effectively recover the image visual quality with lower RMSE. Figure
4.7(b) presents the shadow removal result of a fully shadow-free image. The corresponding shadow mask has value 0 for all its elements. Before shadow removal, the
RMSE between the shadow image and the ground-truth shadow-free image is 1.80.
After shadow removal, the RMSE between the shadow-removed image and ground
truth increases to 2.50. The reason might be that the proposed method finally overexposes the non-shadow image after exposure fusion, which introduces undesired noise
into the input image. This observation is consistent with the shadow removal results
shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, i.e., the non-shadow region’s RMSE values increase
after shadow removal, while the proposed method achieves comparable performance
with other methods in the non-shadow region.

4.4

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a novel and robust over-exposure fusion method
for performing shadow removal task. Multiple over-exposure, relighting each pixel
with different exposures, could compensate each pixel individually to tackle position specified color and illumination degradation. It benefits the shadow removal
task by recovering the natural image from the spatial variant color and illumination degradation. Shadow-aware FusionNet smartly fuses brackets of over-exposure
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shadow images with shadow image by an adaptive per-pixel kernel weight map. It
helps to fully recover the background content preserving the color and illumination
details. The proposed boundary-aware RefineNet further eliminates the remaining
trace caused by the penumbra area along the shadow boundary. With the boundary
loss added, by optimizing to preserve the non-shadow region and recover the groundtruth shadow-free area of the shadow image, our work can obtain traceless background
with the state-of-the-art shadow removal performance on the ISTD, ISTD+, and SRD
datasets.
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Chapter 5
Detail-preserving night-to-day image
translation for nighttime vehicle detection
improvement
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5.1

Overview

With the fast development of computer vision and deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), visual data understanding in image and video has attracted a lot
of attention [146, 138, 132, 137, 45, 135, 75]. For example, in the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), detecting the vehicles in each frame of the traffic surveillance
video is important to extract the real-time traffic flow parameters [63] for the efficient
traffic control and obtain the vehicle trajectories [10] for the calibrated traffic model
simulation, etc.
Most of existing researches focus on daytime perception task through supervised
learning, however, they generalize badly to adverse conditions such as nighttime scenarios [73]. The adversity of nighttime scenario poses two challenges for the success of
perception task at nighttime: 1) nighttime data with a large amount of annotations
is usually scarce compared to the large-scale daytime data, since accurate annotation of nighttime images is relatively hard to obtain. 2) The visual hazards, such as
underexposure and noise, of nighttime images cause the extracted features corrupted.
One traditional way to solve this is to fine-tune the already-trained daytime perception model on the limited nighttime data, and hopefully it can perform well on
nighttime scenarios, but it requires extra time and additional-labeled nighttime data
for model fine-tuning. Another traditional way [73] might use Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) based image to image translation methods in an unpaired way,
such as CycleGAN [151] and UNIT [84], to transfer daytime images to fake nighttime
images. Paired daytime and nighttime images are hard to obtain in the real-world
applications, due to the dynamic traffic and environment changes. This kind of image translation considers this problem as domain adaptation for model fine-tuning
on synthetic nighttime images without labeling the nighttime data. However, these
methods also need extra time for model fine-tuning. In addition, GAN based image
translation suffers from model collapse and does not preserve content details very well
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[93, 84, 151, 54, 121]. Bottleneck layers in a general deep generator hurt the learning ability of convolution kernels due to downsampling and upsampling operations,
resulting in possible losing some structure details. Besides, unpaired training data of
different domains limits the detail-preserving ability of generators due to the lack of
pixel-wise correspondence.
Source: Daytime

GAN
Finetune
Nighttime
Model

a)

Synthetic Nighttime
Test
Synthetic Daytime

Daytime
Model

Proposed

b)
Test

Target: Nighttime

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the domain reuse problem: a) traditional method with
style transfer and the nighttime model fine-tuned from the daytime model, b) the
proposed detail-preserving Night-to-Day translation method without changing the
daytime model.

In this chapter, we would like to reuse the daytime perception model to nighttime
scenarios. Our basic idea is to maximally use the pre-trained daytime perception
model, similar to works [133, 46], which could be easily extended to the nighttime
tasks. Reversely to the traditional methods, we transfer the nighttime images back to
the daytime style with the detail-preserving to reuse the trained daytime perception
model, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The strengths of this reverse way are obvious and
promising: 1) there are no extra training efforts for the already trained daytime
perception model and no needs to manually label the nighttime data; 2) image transfer
could reduce the domain distribution discrepancy between daytime and nighttime
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data; 3) detail-preserving image transfer could better maintain the structure details
than the GAN based image transfer.
Specifically, we propose a detail-preserving unpaired domain transfer method for
this task, which mainly contains two components: 1) Style-transfer based StyleMix,
2) Kernel Prediction Network (KPN) based nighttime to daytime image transfer.
Without paired daytime-nighttime image pairs, we propose to utilize style translation based StyleMix method, inspired by AugMix [49], to acquire pairs of daytime
and nighttime images as training data for the following nighttime to daytime image
transfer. We can effectively alleviate the detail corruption caused by GAN: 1) The
synthetic nighttime image and corresponding daytime image translation can provide
pixel-wise correspondence for night-to-day translation. 2) Kernel prediction network
based method can refine the nighttime to daytime image translation because the perpixel kernel fusion can effectively utilize the neighboring region for each pixel and
could learn more spatial context representing structure information. The proposed
method can conduct daytime and nighttime vehicle detection with just one daytime
model, which is more convenient in real-world applications.
In this chapter, we choose the vehicle detection problem in the traffic surveillance
video as a case study for the proposed approach. The KPN network is trained with
object detection task together to adapt the trained daytime model to fit nighttime
domain directly. Experimental results on a vehicle video dataset in daytime and
nighttime verified the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed approach. The
contributions of this chapter are summarized in the following:
• We propose a detail-preserving unpaired domain transfer method for nighttime
vehicle detection to adapt the trained daytime model directly for nighttime vehicle
detection.
• To solve the problem of lack of paired daytime-nighttime image pairs, we propose
to utilize style translation based StyleMix method to obtain pairs of daytime image
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and nighttime image as training data. These training data are utilized by KPN
network to perform nighttime to daytime image transfer.
• The comprehensive experimental results on a vehicle detection dataset from the
video surveillance scenario in daytime and nighttime show that the proposed
method achieved better vehicle detection performance in nighttime scenario.

5.2

Methodology

In this section, we propose the detail-preserving unpaired domain transfer for performing high accuracy object detection in the nighttime without retraining the detectors
on daytime dataset. We first introduce the whole framework and reveal the challenges. Then, our two main contributions, i.e., scene-aware pixel-wise filtering and
StyleMix, help to address the challenges and achieve much better detection accuracy.

Detail-preserving Unpaired Domain Transfer for Nighttime
Object Detection
We propose to perform nighttime object detection by transferring input nighttime
images to the corresponding daytime versions for further object detection. This task
could be simply formulated as
Î = ϕ(I),

(5.1)

where the ϕ(·) denotes a transfer function that can map the nighttime image I to
the corresponding daytime version. A straightforward way is to set ϕ(·) as a popular
generator that can be trained with the adversarial loss. Nevertheless, we argue that
GAN-based transfer is hard to recover the details in the nighttime image, which is
rather important for accurate object detection. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the GANbased method might destroy the detailed car structure, leading to missing detection.
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Actually, the night-to-day translation for object detection requires that the objectrelated details, e.g., car’s structure, should be preserved while different scene patterns
in the night should be perceived and properly mapped to its daytime versions, posing
two challenges for deep learning-based solutions: ❶ Popular deep generator based
methods easily harm the object details due to the common existing bottleneck layers
where the input image is transferred by downsampling and upsampling. ❷ It is hard
to get paired dataset which is significantly important for training detail-persevering
networks with pixel-wise correspondence.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.2: Image translation results of GAN-based method and the proposed
method: a) target nighttime image, b) translated daytime image of a) by GANbased method CycleGAN [151], c) translated daytime image of a) by the proposed
method.
To address the first issue, we propose the scene-aware pixel-wise filtering for nightto-day transformation. Different to all existing works that employ a DNN as the
transformer directly, our method maps the input image through a single-layer filtering whose kernels are predicted by an offline-trained DNN denoted as the kernel
prediction network. Note that, the single-layer filtering (without any downsampling
and upsampling operations) avoids the risk of missing important object-related details. Meanwhile, the DNN helps understand the scene and predict spatial-variant
kernels for effective transformation. Specifically, kernel prediction network predicts
a kernel for each pixel to capture local spatial context information to preserve more
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details, e.g., structure information. Recent works [6, 90, 40, 26] have proved that
per-pixel kernel prediction network can achieve image recovery with better details.
To address the second challenge, we propose a style-transfer-based data augmentation method, i.e., StyleMix, to generate nighttime-daytime image pairs for training
the kernel prediction network.

Figure 5.3: The proposed object detection pipeline at night with Night-to-Day image
translation.

We show the whole framework in Fig. 5.3. Intuitively, our method is a pre-process
module transferring the input nighttime image to daytime version for further object
detection, which is supported by a novel and simple data augmentation method, i.e.,
StyleMix.

Scene-aware Pixel-wise Filtering
We propose the scene-aware pixel-wise filtering for the night-to-day transformation.
Specifically, we reformulate Eq. (5.1) as
Î =K ⊛ I,

(5.2)

with K = ϕ(I),

(5.3)

where ⊛ denotes the pixel-wise filtering, K is a pixel-wise filter ∈ R(k×k)×h×w . Each
vector in channel dimension K(i, j) ∈ R(k×k) is a per-pixel kernel and can be applied
to the k × k neighborhood region of each pixel in the input nighttime image I by
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element-wise multiplication. The ϕ(·) denotes the kernel prediction network and is
used to perceive the input image and predict the suitable kernel for each pixel.
Then, we acquire the daytime version Î of the input image. Since it is pixel-wise
filtering of the input nighttime image, it could largely preserve the image details
without corruption. To fully leverage rich neighborhood information of every image
pixel, a large kernel size k is desired, however, the computational and memory cost
will increase as well. The kernel size k in our implementation is set to 5.
The framework of kernel prediction network is shown in Fig. 5.4. The training input data for KPN is synthetic nighttime images obtained from StyleMix. Specifically,
two synthetic Mixed Nighttime images MN1 and MN2 with different style conditions
are fed into KPN, respectively. KPN will output image-specific per-pixel filter for
each image, respectively. Then element-wise multiplying the specific filter with the
corresponding input image will generate the daytime version image Îi , i = 1, 2.

Figure 5.4: Illustration of the kernel prediction network based scene-aware pixel-wise
filtering.

The basic loss function Lpix (Îi , Î∗ ) is the pixel-wise L1 distance between the ground
truth daytime image Î∗ and the translated daytime image Îi . It is defined as
Lpix (Îi , Î∗ ) = ∥Î∗ − Îi ∥1 .

(5.4)

We also define a consistency loss Lpix−cons between Î1 and Î2 by measuring their L1
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distance. The equation is
Lpix−cons (Î1 , Î2 ) = ∥Î1 − Î2 ∥1 .

(5.5)

StyleMix: Bridging the Gap to Nighttime Data
The style-transfer-based method is utilized to generate nighttime-daytime image pairs
for KPN training. To bridge the shift of synthetic nighttime and target nighttime
data, we propose the SytleMix strategy to embody the diversity of nighttime scenarios.

Pixel Fusion

Daytime Content

AugMixed Synthetic
Nighttime Image

Nighttime Styles

Figure 5.5: Illustration of the proposed StyleMix method to bridge the gap to nighttime data.

Specifically, style-transfer network can preserve the structure of input content
image and stylize the content image according to the input style reference to implement image translation. As shown in Fig. 5.3, we adopt a pretrained style transfer
network, whitening and coloring transforms (WCT2 ), to finish daytime to nighttime
image translation. For the input of WCT2 , daytime images are the content image
and five real nighttime images act as the style reference. Five style reference images
for following StyleMix are selected depending on the illumination condition of target nighttime scenarios. During daytime to nighttime image translation, StyleMix
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Figure 5.6: Sample visualization of the proposed StyleMix to generate synthetic nighttime images from real daytime images.

is involved to reduce the distribution shift of translated style and target nighttime
style. It works in the way shown in Fig. 5.5. Specifically, for each daytime input
image, three style augmentation chains out of fiver style reference are randomly sampled, each of which consists of one to two randomly selected style transfer operations.
Then, the transferred images from these style augmentation chains are combined by
pixel-level fusion to acquire a mixed nighttime image MNi . Pixel-wise fusion is implemented by pixel-wise convex operations between translated nighttime images and
convex coefficients. We randomly sample from a Dirichlet (α, . . . , α) distribution to
construct the 3-dimensional vector of pixel-wise convex coefficients. Figure 5.6 shows
one example of the pixel-wise fused synthetic nighttime image by StyleMix. The augmixed output of StyleMix are the pixel-wise fusion result of translated content image
with different styles. It shows that StyleMix can effectively generate various kinds of
synthetic nighttime images which are visually close to the real nighttime scene.
For detection task of the pipeline, we construct the detection loss Ldet (Deti , Det∗ )
and the detection consistency loss Ldet−cons (Det1 , Det2 ). We adopt Smooth L1 loss
[33] to calculate Ldet and Ldet−cons . The total loss LN2D of the pipeline is a weighted
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sum of Lpix , Lpix−cons , Ldet , and Ldet−cons . It is defined as
LN2D = Lpix + Lpix−cons + λ(Ldet + Ldet−cons ),

(5.6)

where λ is set to 10 in our experiments.

5.3

Experiment

Datasets
In this chapter, the public D&N-Car Benchmark [73] is utilized to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach. It is a real traffic surveillance dataset in urban
expressway scene recorded in the city Xi’an, China. This dataset includes 1,200 daytime images and 1,000 nighttime images with their ground truth in the format of
bounding boxes across different periods and dates, each of which is with resolution
1,280×720. There are total 57,059 vehicle instances in this dataset. The training
set consists of 1,000 daytime traffic images with manual ground-truth labels, denoted
as Day-training. The testing set includes 1,200 images, where 200 images are in
daytime and 1,000 images are in nighttime. In the 200 daytime testing images, 100
images are in the normal traffic condition, denoted as Day-normal, and the other
100 images are in the congested traffic condition, denoted as Day-congested. The
left 1,000 images of testing set constitute 4 subsets of nighttime traffic images (denoted as Night1, Night2, Night3, Night4). The details of the benchmark are
shown in Table 5.1. In the experiment, we denote the labeled daytime traffic images
(Day-training) as the Source Domain S, and the unlabeled nighttime traffic images
as the Target Domain T.

Experimental Setting
We conduct experiments on two different scenarios: 1). Detect the vehicles during
daytime by Faster R-CNN [98] model trained on Day-training; 2). Detect the vehi64

Table 5.1: Details of the D&N-Car Benchmark [73].

No. of images

No. of car instances

Time

Day-training

1000

32,456

19:10

Day-normal
Day-congested

100
100

3,173
4,539

19:00
14:30

Night1
Night2
Night3
Night4

250
250
250
250

7,322
5,554
1,738
2,277

21:30
21:30
23:50
00:20

cles during nighttime by trained Faster R-CNN model on Day-training after the proposed night-to-day image translation. The detailed experimental setting is as follows:
1) Scenario 1: We directly train a Faster R-CNN model on the dataset Day-training
in a supervised way and test the images on Day-normal and Day-congested, respectively; 2) Scenario 2: For style-transfer-based StyleMix image translation aiming at acquiring pairs of daytime and nighttime images, we utilize 1,000 images in
Day-training set and 5 style reference images for nighttime images synthesis and
augmixing styles. For KPN-based night-to-day training, there are 2,000 augmixed
nighttime images for training in each epoch. Next, predicted daytime images are fed
into detection task to further fit the translated daytime image for object detection.
For inference, the trained KPN operates image translation for real nighttime images
(Night1, Night2, Night3, and Night4), and then trained daytime detection model
tests on translated nighttime images for performance evaluation.
We set the method that directly tests on nighttime images with trained daytime
model Faster R-CNN [98] as a baseline. We also compare the proposed method with
unpaired image translation methods UNIT [84], CycleGAN [151], and GcGAN [24]
combining with Faster R-CNN in both day-to-night and night-to-day directions. To
train the image translation models, the training dataset for daytime is the Daytraining set and the training set for nighttime is a combination of Night1, Night2,
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Night3, and Night4.
We built our translation and detection pipeline in PyTorch. For object detection, we use ResNet50 as our backbone. For detection training, we utilize Stochastic
Gradient Descent (SGD) to optimize our network and set the initial learning rate
to 0.0001 and decay it after every 10 epochs. The experiments are conducted on a
single NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU. For night-to-day image translation training, we
train KPN with SGD by setting the learning rate to 0.002 for 200 epochs on two
Tesla V100 GPUs. For a comprehensive performance evaluation, the widely-used
object detection metric mAP (mean average precision) is used for evaluating the vehicle detection results. For all the experiments, the performance evaluation uses a
uniform threshold of 0.5 for the Intersection Over Union (IoU) between the predicted
bounding boxes and ground truth.

Results on Benchmark
We first report the detection results of one-stage detector SSD [86] and two-stage
detector Faster R-CNN [98] for Scenario 1, shown in Table 5.2. We can see that
both of the mAP drop from about 99% to 88% when the traffic is congested. The
congested situation increases the object detection difficulty, resulting in a lower detection performance compared to the uncrowded situation. Because there is not a
clear difference in terms of mAP between SSD and Faster R-CNN, we choose Faster
R-CNN as our baseline detector for following experiments.
Table 5.2: Daytime vehicle detection results.
mAP(%)

SSD

Faster R-CNN

Day-normal
Day-congested

99.05
88.35

99.01
88.57
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Results Compared to Day-to-night Translation Methods
We compare the detection results of nighttime vehicle to other image translation
methods in a day-to-night direction. According to Scenario 2, the proposed method
performs vehicle detection on translated daytime images obtained from KPN by the
daytime model. However, for comparison methods performing nighttime vehicle detection in a day-to-night direction, they require additionally training a nighttime
model for nighttime vehicle detection, besides the daytime model. For example, taking CycleGAN as the day-to-night image translation method, we translate daytime
images to fake/synthetic nighttime images in an unpaired way, and followed by training a Faster R-CNNn detector on such fake/synthetic nighttime images with the same
annotations of daytime images. Then we test the trained model on the nighttime images for vehicle detection. The comparison results are shown in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Nighttime vehicle detection results based on day-to-night translation. Note
that the Faster R-CNNn model is trained on the fake/synthetic nighttime images.
Method \ mAP(%)
Mean-BGS [75]
SSD [86]
Faster R-CNN [98]
Faster R-CNNn [98]+ UNITd2n [84]
Faster R-CNNn [98]+ CycleGANd2n [151]
Faster R-CNNn [98]+ GcGANd2n [24]
Proposed

Night1
54.03
74.06
74.84
70.56
79.39
80.89
80.25

Night2 Night3
49.09
73.78
74.05
77.13
80.72
84.20
84.81

52.16
84.02
85.63
82.87
88.72
83.92
93.20

Night4

Mean

55.56
87.00
87.05
88.19
89.66
87.55
92.94

52.71
79.71
80.39
79.68
84.62
84.14
87.80

We compare the detection results in the form of mAP for each subset of nighttime
traffic images and the mean mAP for all of them. Day-to-night image translation
methods UNIT [84], CycleGAN [151], and GcGAN [24] perform better than or comparable to the baseline Faster R-CNN which directly tests on nighttime images with
daytime model. Taking the dataset Night4 as an example, the proposed method,
based on night-to-day image translation without retraining one more model, achieves
the highest 92.94% mAP, about 5.4% higher than Faster R-CNNn + GcGANd2n ,
3.3% higher than Faster R-CNNn + CycleGANd2n , 4.8% higher than Faster R-CNNn
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 5.7: Visualization results of nighttime vehicle detection. a)-e) are the detection
results from Faster R-CNN [98], Faster R-CNNn + UNITd2n [84], Faster R-CNNn +
CycleGANd2n [151], Faster R-CNNn + GcGANd2n [24], and the proposed method,
respectively. Note: red bounding box indicates detection result.

+ UNITd2n and 5.9% higher than the baseline Faster R-CNN. The proposed method
achieves the best mean mAP with 87.80% for all nighttime traffic images, despite
that Faster R-CNNn + GcGANd2n performs a little better on the Night1 subset.
We also provide a traditional method Mean-BGS [75] performing vehicle detection
through background subtraction and the daytime model of SSD [86] performing vehicle detection directly on nighttime images. Both of them are worse than Faster
R-CNN for nighttime vehicle detection. As the corresponding detection results are
shown in Fig. 5.7, we can clearly see that the proposed method is robust to various
light conditions. UNIT, CycleGAN and GcGAN based methods could not well detect vehicles under poor light conditions and missed many black vehicles compared
to the proposed method, and Faster R-CNN without any image translation does not
perform well due to the domain shift of daytime and nighttime scenarios.
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Results Compared to Night-to-day Translation Methods
We also compare our method with these image translation methods in a night-to-day
direction. Comparison translation methods, UNITn2d [84], CycleGANn2d [151], and
GcGANn2d [24], first translate nighttime images to daytime-style images, and then
these daytime-style images are fed into the daytime model for vehicle detection. The
results are shown in Table 5.4. It shows that the proposed method could achieve
the best mean mAP performance than UNIT, CycleGAN, and GcGAN for nighttime
vehicle detection via night-to-day translation, demonstrating the advances of the
proposed method. This is because the proposed method considers the per-pixel kernel
fusion of neighboring information for each pixel and the object detection task during
image translation training, preserving more features, e.g., structure details, which are
critical for the detection task.
Table 5.4: Nighttime vehicle detection based on night-to-day translation.
Method \ mAP(%)
Mean-BGS [75]
SSD [86]
Faster R-CNN [98]
Faster R-CNN [98]+ UNITn2d [84]
Faster R-CNN [98]+ CycleGANn2d [151]
Faster R-CNN [98]+ GcGANn2d [24]
Proposed

Night1

Night2

Night3

Night4

Mean

54.03
74.06
74.84
62.54
77.69
83.57
80.25

49.09
73.78
74.05
62.86
79.12
83.80
84.81

52.16
84.02
85.63
81.29
88.31
79.26
93.20

55.56
87.00
87.05
81.00
88.79
83.94
92.94

52.71
79.71
80.39
71.92
83.47
82.64
87.80

Visualization results by the above mentioned image translation methods from
nighttime to daytime are shown in Fig. 5.8. It shows that the proposed method could
recover the daytime scenario with details. UNIT method suffers from model collapse
presenting poor local textures and details. Specifically, the translated images are
blurred, especially for the shape and edge of vehicles inside the image. It is consistent
with the lower detection performance in the form of mAP in Table 5.4. CycleGAN
could translate the texture of the vehicles from nighttime to daytime, but it is not
robust to the intense road mirror reflections. It presents fake vehicles which do not
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 5.8: Visualization results of image translation from nighttime to daytime. a)
is target nighttime image, b) to e) are the image translation results of UNITn2d [84],
CycleGANn2d [151], GcGANn2d [24], and proposed method, respectively.
exist in source nighttime images, resulting in more false positive detection samples.
More black vehicles disappeared in the translated images by CycleGAN. GcGAN is
also sensitive to such intense road mirror reflections, resulting in more fake vehicles in
the translated images. Although the translated trees from the proposed method suffer
from corruption, the goal of our work is to accurately detect vehicles at nighttime, we
do not care much more about the tree corruption during the night-to-day translation.
It is obvious that the translated cars are more natural with clear structures from
the proposed method, resulting in better detection performance in Table 5.4. This is
because the image translation training from nighttime to daytime makes full use of
paired synthetic data with pixel-wise correspondence and per-pixel kernel fusion of
neighboring information which provides rich spatial context information.
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Table 5.5: Ablation study of the proposed method for the nighttime vehicle detection.

Method \ mAP(%)
Baseline
Baseline + StyleMix
Baseline + StyleMix + Zero
Baseline + StyleMix + Contrast

Night1
62.51
75.90
79.50
80.20

Night2 Night3
60.97
76.20
77.40
81.79

81.29
88.20
89.70
92.11

Night4
78.66
86.90
89.80
91.58

Ablation Study
In this section, we evaluate the contribution of each step in the proposed method: 1)
training KPN without the StyleMix, instead, given each daytime image, we randomly
select two style images from five style reference images to generate two synthetic
nighttime images based on image translation, respectively. Two synthetic nighttime
images are fed into KPN for training combined with detection task. We view this
method as our Baseline in this section. 2) On the basis of step 1, we augment the
style references in depth and width, denoted as Baseline + StyleMix. There are five
style reference images for StyleMix, out of which two are from the nighttime traffic
images of D&N-Car dataset. 3) For testing phase, we preprocess the target nighttime
images by Zero-Reference network [36] to improve local contrast, then go through
KPN for image translation to daytime scenario and followed by detection task via
daytime detection model, denoted as Baseline + StyleMix + Zero. 4) Different with
the preprocessing of step 4, we enhance the local contrast by improving the pixel value
less than a threshold, denoted as Baseline + StyleMix + Contrast. The corresponding
result of the proposed method in each step on the four night subsets in terms of mAP
evaluation metric is shown in Table 5.5.
We can clearly see the positive effect of each step with the increasing mAP performance. Taking dataset Night1 as an example, the baseline method could achieve
62.51% in mAP. When augmenting and mixing the style reference images to embody
the diversity of synthetic nighttime scenarios, mAP increases by about 13%. When
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prepossessing the target nighttime images with Zero-Reference network and Contrast,
the mAP continues to increase to 79.50% and 80.20%, respectively.
We conduct ablation experiments to verify the effectiveness of the style reference
setting for StyleMix. We construct a night-style image pool for style reference selection, which consists of 21 images, 7 from nighttime dataset of D&N-Car, 7 from BDD
dataset [134] with nighttime scene and the other 7 from WCT2 publicized project
website1 . We randomly choose 5 images from this night-style image pool as style
reference for the whole image translation model. We conduct three experiments with
different style reference setting for StyleMix. There are 1, 2, and 5 images from the
nighttime images of D&N-Car dataset as different experiment settings: StyleMix1 ,
StyleMix2 and StyleMix5 . The detection results are shown in Table 5.6. It turns
out that the detection performance increases with more night-style images involved
from the D&N-Car dataset. It is reasonable since we expect the StyleMix model to
render the synthetic nighttime image closer to the corresponding nighttime style of
nighttime images.
Table 5.6: Ablation study with different style reference setting.
Method \ mAP(%)
Baseline + StyleMix1 + Contrast
Baseline + StyleMix2 + Contrast
Baseline + StyleMix5 + Contrast

5.4

Night1

Night2

Night3

Night4

Mean

76.27
80.20
80.25

79.51
81.79
84.81

91.76
92.11
93.20

91.69
91.58
92.94

84.80
86.42
87.80

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a detail-preserving method to implement the nighttime
to daytime image translation and thus adapt daytime trained detection model to
nighttime detection. We firstly utilize style translation method to acquire paired
images of daytime and nighttime, which are hard to obtain in real-world applications.
1

https://github.com/clovaai/WCT2
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We propose to stylemix the reference styles to embody the diversity of synthetic
nighttime scenarios. The following nighttime to daytime translation is implemented
based on kernel prediction network to avoid texture corruption and trained with
detection task to make the translated daytime image not only visually photo-realistic
to the daytime scenario but also fit the detection task to reuse the daytime domain
knowledge. The proposed method can perform both daytime and nighttime vehicle
detection with one model. Experimental results showed that the proposed method
achieved effective and accurate nighttime detection results.
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Chapter 6
Shadow removal for image visual quality
enhancement and facial landmark detection
improvement simultaneously
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6.1

Overview

Facial landmark detection [128, 149, 61] is a fundamental step for numerous facial related applications, e.g., face recognition and verification [153, 87], 3D face reconstruction [83], and safety-critical applications, e.g., deepfake detection [150, 79], and facial
reenactment [139, 110] for virtual avatar applications. While recent deep-learning
techniques bring us continuously improved landmark-detection performance, most of
them are designed to handle images of “clean faces”. However, in real-world applications, face images usually contain image degradations, such as noise [9, 58], shadow
[144, 51], and haze [91], which degrades the aesthetic quality of images directly and
may further affect the performance of landmark detectors.
(a)

Case1

NME:5.28

RMSE:18.28

NME:7.56

Foreign shadow

Facial shadow

Case2

Shadow-free
RMSE:10.49

NME:2.36

(b)

NME:3.33

Shadow

Figure 6.1: Illustrations of (a) various shadow scenes on facial landmark detection
benchmarks [101, 126] and (b) effects of foreign shadow on image quality and facial
landmark detection [22]. Red: prediction. Green: ground truth. RMSE measures
the image degradation caused by shadow, and NME evaluates the detection error.
As a natural phenomenon, shadow is very common on face images – in practice,
the light to any face region can be occluded by surrounding objects or by part of itself.
This is especially true for portrait images captured in the wild with unconstrained
environments. As shown in Fig. 6.1(a), portrait shadow happens in two kinds of
scenes: foreign shadow and facial shadow. Foreign shadow appears when there is
an external occluder (e.g., a tree or a hat brim) blocking the light source to reach
out to the subjects’ face. The foreign shadow can present an arbitrary 2D shape in
the natural image, relying on the shape of the occluder and position of the primary
light source. In contrast, facial shadow casts on the face by the face itself due to the
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facial geometry and presents a small space of 2D shapes when natural lighting is not
perfectly uniform [139].
The foreign shadow effects on facial landmark tasks are under-explored, although
there are works [144, 51] exploring illumination invariance for face recognition which
cannot be simply extended to facial landmark detection. Such works are mainly
designed for facial shadows caused by the intensity and position of the light source in
the indoor scene. Note that foreign shadows are almost always distracting compared
to facial shadows. Image intensity edges appear in most of foreign shadow scenes,
which are uncorrelated to facial geometry and will obfuscate facial 3D structure.
By contrast, the intensity edges introduced by facial shadows are more likely to be
helpful for inferring the shape of face. Therefore, we aim to remove the foreign shadow
entirely. In this chapter, we set the research scope to tackle foreign shadows. As a
result of shadow cast, spatial-variant illumination and color distortion in the shadow
region [26] degrade the image quality and undermine the image features significantly.
As shown in Fig. 6.1(b), shadowed faces hurt the image quality with large root mean
square error (RMSE), and presents unreasonable and much deteriorated landmark
locations for the eyebrows (See Case1) and mouth (See Case2), as measured by much
degraded NME scores.
An intuition way to alleviate the performance loss caused by shadow is to restore
the underlying shadow-free image utilizing current state-of-the-art (SOTA) shadow
removal methods. However, there are two challenges posing to such a solution: ❶
The interplay between light, occluder, and the subject directly affects the shadow
appearance. As a result, in the real world, shadow patterns are significantly diverse, which increases the difficulty of shadow removal algorithms. ❷ Even though
shadow removal methods could obtain high visual-quality images with lower RMSE,
the landmark detection performance may even get worse compared to that of shadow
images due to the potential domain shift between landmark detection and image
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quality enhancement. Existing works (haze [94] and rain [50] removal) demonstrate
that visual quality improvement benefits little or even hurts the high-level perception
task performance. All above facts motivate us to answer two basic questions: how
shadow affects the landmark detection, and whether shadow removal can benefit the
robustness of landmark detectors.
To this end, for the first time, we propose to link the two seemingly independent
but intrinsically related tasks, i.e., shadow removal and facial landmark detection,
by constructing a totally novel dataset and benchmark. Such a solution has never
been tried in both communities before this work. Note that, constructing such a
benchmark is challenging and not trivial since the shadow patterns are not exhaustive,
and existing facial landmark detection benchmarking techniques [101, 126] collecting
natural images cannot meet the requirements: ❶ There are about less than 2% of data
in each benchmark [101, 126] presenting foreign shadow scenes. ❷ For those foreign
shadow samples, as shown in Fig. 6.1(a), though with increasing shadow intensity,
they primarily exhibit less abrupt edges and their shadow patterns are limited.
To alleviate these challenges, we propose novel solutions to ensure the comprehensiveness: ❶ We employ the physical model of shadow and synthesize facial shadow
images by considering four common factors (i.e., intensity, size, shape, and location)
with three severities, ❷ We investigate the shadow from the perspective of adversarial
attack and propose a totally new attack (i.e., adversarial shadow attack) to identify
shadow patterns that are more challenging to landmark detection. ❸ We introduce a
real-world shadow face dataset for verifying the generalization ability of facial landmark detectors. With these elaborated designs, we are able to quantitatively and
systematically study the effect of shadows on the facial landmark detection.
Moreover, we study whether shadow removal can help improve the robustness of
landmark detectors covering three SOTA shadow removal methods and three SOTA
landmark detectors. We observe that shadow removal can not only improve the
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image visual quality, but also boost the performance of landmark detection – there
is a positive correlation between the shadow-removal accuracy and the landmark
detection accuracy. Note that, such a relationship is not apparent in haze-removal and
classification task [94] or even becomes opposite in deraining and detection task [50].
In this chapter, the relationship is dominant especially when shadow degradation level
is higher (i.e., higher-severity shadow and adversarial shadow). It implies that feature
embedding spaces of shadow removal and landmark detection aiming to optimize
partially overlap with each other, which provides a bridge for the two tasks. Inspired
by this observation, we further propose a new shadow-removal framework regularized
by landmark detection to further improve the visual quality and landmark detection
simultaneously.
Overall, we summarize our contributions as follows:
• We construct a new shadow-face benchmark SHAREL, including synthetic shadowface dataset, adversarial shadow-face dataset, and real shadow-face dataset, by
comprehensively considering shadow intensity, size, shape, and locations and developing a novel adversarial attack.
• Based on SHAREL, we comprehensively and quantitatively study the effects of
shadow and shadow removal on image visual quality and the performance of facial
landmark detection.
• We propose a novel shadow removal framework with awareness of facial landmark
detection and verify its performance on the proposed benchmark, boosting both
the shadow removal and landmark detection performance.
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6.2

Datasets Construction

Overview
Natural shadow presents diverse shadow patterns in the wild due to the influences of
occluders and light sources. For example, different light occluders can lead to diverse
shadow appearances with different sizes and shapes. In addition, the illumination
level, material of occluders and object surface where shadow casts determine the
reflection and scattering of the light, which may affect the intensity at the shadow
region. Nevertheless, enumeration of all permutations formulating patterns is not
practical due to dynamic and complex scenes. To alleviate this issue and analyze the
effects of shadow and shadow removal on facial landmark detection extensively, we
propose three dataset construction strategies: ❶ We follow the well-known and widely
used physical shadow model to synthesize shadowed faces on the clean facial landmark
detection dataset (i.e., 300W [101]) and consider four factors (i.e., intensity, size,
shape, and location) with three severities. ❷ To mine hard shadow images that affect
landmark detection easily, we think this problem from the perspective of adversarial
attack and propose a novel synthesis method (i.e., adversarial shadow attack). ❸ To
address the potential shifting problem between synthesized shadow faces and the real
ones, we also introduce 100 real shadow face images as a subset of the whole dataset.
We present examples for the three strategies in Fig. 6.2 and detail each strategy in
the following.

Synthetic Shadowed Faces
Physical model of shadow. We adopt the well-known and widely used physical
model of shadow in [106]. Specifically, following the illumination and reflectance
formulation of an image [106], we can represent a clean (i.e., shadow-free) image
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Figure 6.2: Three dataset construction strategies including physical model-based synthesis, adversarial shadow attack, and real shadowed face collection. Green: ground
truth. Red: prediction. NME measures the landmark detection performance. The
lower, the better.

captured under a single primary light source as
d
a
Icln
p = Lp Rp = (Lp + Lp )Rp ,

(6.1)

where Icln
p , Lp , and Rp are pixel intensity, illumination, and reflectance at the p-th
pixel, respectively. The illumination stems from two sources, i.e., the direct illumination Ld and the ambient illumination La . When an occluder appears in front of
the light source, the direct illumination disappears while the ambient illumination is
also affected. We can represent the p-th shadowed pixel as
d
Ishd
= αLa Rp = α(Icln
p
p − Lp Rp ),

(6.2)

where α is a scalar and determines the attenuation of the ambient illumination, which
is caused by the occluder. With a clean image Icln and a dark image Ishd , we can
represent an image I containing a shadow region, following [145, 56], as
I = Ishd ⊙ M + Icln ⊙ (1 − M),
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(6.3)

where M is a binary map that defines the shadow region and is determined by the
occluder. To generate more realistic shadow, we reformulate Eq. (6.3) to
I = Ishd ⊙ ρ(D ⊙ M) + Icln ⊙ (1 − ρ(D ⊙ M)),

(6.4)

where ρ models light scattering and spatial variation and D is a face depth map. Note
that, the images of living faces have face-like depth information, which are critical
for anti-spoofing application. D can make generated shadow more realistic, which is
not considered in previous shadow models [145, 56]. Moreover, to generate realistic
shadow pattern, we borrow the implementation in [47, 145] and use the function ρ
to render the depth-aware mask (i.e.D ⊙ M) to become a shadow matte image by
modeling the light scattering beneath human skin and modeling the spatial variation
of the shadow via a spatially-varying blur. Please find more details in [145].
Then, we can substitute Eq. (6.2) into Eq. (6.4) and get
I = Shadow(Icln , M, α) = (1 − (1 − α)ρ(D ⊙ M))Icln + αβρ(D ⊙ M),

(6.5)

where β = −Ld R representing the response of the camera to the reflected direct
illumination and the ambient attenuation α does not depend on the light source
(e.g., wavelength) [106]. Moreover, as demonstrated and discussed in [56], β is a
three-channel vector and can be estimated from the α via a linear transformation.
Overall, given a clean face image Icln , a shadow map M, a depth map D, and the
α, we can synthesize a shadowed face I. In practice, we use the 3DDFA-V2 [37] to
predict the depth map from the clean image.
Synthesized shadows with different factors and severities. To cover extensive shadow patterns in the real world, we generate shadowed faces for a clean face
image from four factors: intensity, size, shape, and location.
i. Intensity. The illumination level and material of object surfaces determine the
reflection and scattering of light, resulting in shadow with diverse intensities. We
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model the shadow intensity via the parameter α in Eq. (6.5) since it directly models
the relationship between shadowed pixels and illuminated pixels. α is about in range
[0.0, 1.0) for realistic shadow scene [56]. We uniformly sample α from ranges [0.8, 1.0),
[0.4, 0.6), [0.0, 0.2), for light, medium and heavy shadows. The lower α, the heavier
the shadow. For different shadow intensity level design, we want to quantify how
much texture and content degradation shadow brings, and how that affects visual
quality and landmark detection. We present three kinds of intensities for the same
face in Fig. 6.2.
ii. Size. The size of an occluder blocking the light and position of the light source
directly affect the area of the shadow (i.e., shadow size). We model shadow size via the
number of non-zero pixels in M in Eq. (6.5) and consider three different severities,
i.e., small, medium, and large shadow regions. Intuitively, large-size shadow will
degrade image quality more than small-size shadow because face-related information
(e.g., structure) becomes less. Given a specified shadow shape, we can set the shadow
areas (i.e., number of non-zero pixels in M) to take up 10% ∼ 20% , 45% ∼ 55%,
and 80% ∼ 90% areas of the face images by rescaling the shadow region in M, which
corresponds to three severities, i.e., small, medium, and large shadow regions. We
show the three different shadow sizes for the same face in Fig. 6.2.
iii. Shape. Occluders with different 3D geometrical shapes and the lights with
different positions relative to the same occluder also affect the shadow shapes. We
represent the shadow shape via the shadow mask in M in Eq. (6.5). To cover diverse
shadow shapes, we collect a silhouette dataset containing 132 shapes of natural objects, and classify them into three levels by a shape complexity metric defined in [11],
which is denoted as E. The shape complexity metric considers two aspects during
measurement, i.e., the distance distribution of the contour points of a shape to its
centroid and the smoothness of the contour. Intuitively, if the complexity of a shape
is low, the shape may tend to be a circle or has smooth contour. We present three
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shapes for the same face in the Fig. 6.2, their complexity values are 0.04, 0.10, and
0.15 from severity 1 to 3. With the collected silhouette dataset, we first calculate the
shape complexity for each collected shape. Then, we sort all shapes according to the
complexity and evenly divide them into three severities, i.e., low, medium, and high
complexities.
iv. Location. We further consider the shadow position in the face image, since
the shadow with the same intensity, size, and shape may still have different effects
to shadow removal and landmark detection methods. For example, facial landmarks
include clues of eyebrows, eyes, nose, jaw, and mouth. Shadow degradation to different parts of the facial structure will help quantitatively recognize the importance of
each structural information to landmark detection. We model the shadow location
via the centroid position of the shadow mask in M and consider three scenarios with
the position at top, middle, and bottom of the whole face. For implementation, we
split the whole face into three parts, i.e., top, middle, and bottom regions. Then,
we shift the centroid point of shadow mask in M to the center of the three regions.
Specifically, if the center point of the whole face is ( W2 , H2 ) where H and W are the
height and width of the face, the center points of the top, middle, and bottom regions
are ( W2 , H6 ), ( W2 , H2 ), and ( W2 , 5H
), respectively.
6
Synthetic shadowed face subset Dsyn . With the above synthesis strategies,
given a clean face image, we can generate three shadowed faces for each factor, which
corresponds to three severities. To consider the effects of all factors, we have 34 = 81
shadowed faces across all factors and severities for each clean image. Then, based
on the facial landmark dataset 300W [101] that contains 689 clean face images for
testing landmark detectors, we can generate a larger dataset with 81 × 689 = 55, 809
shadowed images. We present some examples in Fig. 6.2. Although the constructed
dataset covers diverse shadow patterns, it cannot represent all possible situations, in
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particular, the hard cases that SOTA landmark detectors cannot address. To alleviate this issue, we propose a novel adversarial attack based on the physical model of
shadow to mine the hard shadow patterns.

Adversarially Shadowed Faces
Given an image, adversarial attack is to calculate an imperceptible noise-like perturbation under the guidance of a targeted deep model, and then add it to the image.
As a result, the corrupted image can mislead the targeted model easily. Unlike traditional adversarial attacks based on additive perturbations, recently there is a growing
trend in developing non-additive adversarial attacks that enjoy better transferability
and stealthiness such as blur-based adversarial attacks [39, 38, 55], attacks based on
weather elements [136, 28] and lighting conditions [30, 112, 111, 12], and other modalities [29, 122, 41, 77], etc. We can regard the adversarial attack as a way to mine
hard noise patterns that cannot be addressed by the targeted deep model. Here, we
propose a novel attack method, i.e., adversarial shadow attack, and further extend
it to generate hard shadow patterns that are able to fool the landmark detectors.
Therefore, we can evaluate the shadow robustness.
By intuition, we can tune the physical parameters of shadow model, as described
in Shadow(Icln , M, α) in Eq. (6.5), like the α and M under the supervision of landmark
detectors to cover different shadow patterns with different intensities, sizes, shapes,
and locations. Specifically, given a clean face image Icln and a pre-trained landmark
detector φ(·) we want to evaluate, we can: 1) First use Eq. (6.5) to synthesize the
shadowed image, and feed it to φ(·). 2) We get the detection results and calculate the
loss according to the ground truth (i.e., y). 3) We tune the physical variables M and
α iteratively to maximize the landmark detection loss. As a result, the synthesized
face can fool the detection easily while maintaining the physical properties of the
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shadow. We can formulate the above process by
argmaxJ (φ(Shadow(Icln , Affϑ (M), α)), y),
M,α,ϑ

subject to ∥M − M0 ∥p < ϵM , ∥α − α0 ∥ < ϵα , ∥ϑ − ϑ0 ∥p < ϵϑ ,

(6.6)

where J (·) is the loss function of landmark detection. Note that, different from
the raw synthesis function in Eq. (6.5), Shadow(Icln , Affϑ (M), α) conducts the affine
transformation (i.e., Affϑ (·)) on M before feeding it for synthesis, which allows us
to mine more shadow shapes with a given shadow mask. The ϑ contains six affine
parameters. Like general adversarial attack methods, we set the Lp norm to M, α,
and ϑ to force the optimization space within a ball of ϵM , ϵα , and ϵϑ , around their
initialization (i.e., M0 , α0 , and ϑ0 ), respectively.
To solve the Eq. (6.6), we follow the general adversarial attack methods: ❶ We set
M0 , α0 , and ϑ0 , and get the initial synthesized image. ❷ We feed the generated image
to the landmark detector φ(·) and calculate the loss. ❸ We conduct back-propagation
and get the gradients of M, α, and ϑ w.r.t.the loss function. ❹ We calculate the sign of
the gradients and use them to update the three variables by multiplying the gradients
with three step sizes. ❺ We generate a new synthesized image and loop step-2 to
step-4 for a number of iterations. In terms of the initialization, we select M0 from
the
 collected 132
 silhouette images and set α0 to be 0.8. Then, We initialize ϑ0 as
1.0 0.0 0.0

 , Affϑ (M) = M during initialization. In terms of the implementation,


0.0 1.0 0.0
we set the step size of α, ϑ, and M as 0.01, 0.02, and 0.0012, respectively. The number
of iterations is set to be 40. we use ∞ norm for Lp , and set ϵα , ϵϑ , and ϵM as 0.4, 0.8,
and 0.0.048, respectively. As a result, adversarial shadow images can present more
hard shadow patterns against landmark detectors, as shown in Fig. 6.2, the NMEs
in Dadv could be over 10 compared to around 3 in Dsyn .
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Adversarially shadowed face subset Dadv . With the above method, given a
landmark detector and the 300W dataset, we first conduct attack for each image,
and then evaluate the detector on the adversarially shadowed faces. Thus, for each
detector, we have an exclusive new version of 689 adversarially shadowed face images
to evaluate their robustness.

Real Shadowed Faces
Real shadowed face subset Dreal . To verify the shadow effect on visual quality
and landmark detection performance in the real-world scenario, we introduce a realworld shadow portrait dataset [145]. However, this dataset lacks facial landmark
annotations for landmark detection evaluation. We first obtain pseudo ground truth
by a SOTA pre-trained HRNet [118], and then refine it manually as the final landmark
ground truth. Finally, we have 9 subjects and 100 pairs of shadowed and shadow-free
portrait images captured in the outdoor scenes with varied face poses, shadow shapes,
and illumination conditions. Figure 6.2 presents some examples.

6.3

Shadow Removal & Landmark Detection Benchmark (SHAREL)

Setups
Datasets. Our main data is constructed based on the landmark detection benchmark 300W [101]. 300W contains 3, 148 clean face images for training and 689 clean
images for testing. Each image is labeled with 68 landmarks. We construct SHARELbased on the testing dataset of 300W. We add shadow patterns to the 300W and get
Dsyn ; we propose adversarial shadow attack and obtain Dadv for each landmark detector; we collect real shadowed faces (i.e., Dreal ) to further enrich our dataset. Finally,
our dataset {Dsyn ; Dadv ; Dreal } has {55, 809; 689; 100} shadowed and shadow-free image pairs (total 56, 598 pairs) that are labeled with 68 landmarks.
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t
t
We additionally construct {Dsyn
, Dadv
} from a randomly selected subset (1,500

clean images) of 300W training set for training shadow removal models. Each of
t
t
} contains 1,500 shadow-free and shadowed image pairs. For creating
, Dadv
{Dsyn
t
, each clean image uniformly selects a severity for each factor to generate the
Dsyn
t
shadow image. Dadv
follows the same shadow generation way of Dadv .

Metrics. To clarify the shadow and deshadow effect on image quality, we adopt the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) metric in LAB color space for evaluation, similar
to [26, 69, 53]. For facial landmark detection evaluation, we adopt Normalized Mean
Error (NME) metric with inter-ocular distance as normalization strategy following
[66, 22, 118]. Both the lower, the better.
Evaluated methods. With our SHAREL, we can evaluate the quality restoration capability of the shadow removal methods and the detection accuracy of facial
landmark detectors on different shadow or deshadowed patterns. We first analyze
three SOTA facial landmark detectors, i.e., SAN [22], HRNet [118], and LUVLi [66],
under different shadow patterns. All landmark detectors are pre-trained on clean
face images. Further, we utilize three SOTA deep shadow removal methods, i.e.,
MaskShadow-GAN [53], SP+M-Net [69], and AEFNet [26], to handle the shadowed
faces in SHARELand discuss whether and how these methods can help improve landmark detection performance. All shadow removal algorithms are trained on dataset
t
t
Dsyn
and Dadv
separately for fair comparison, and shadow removal models trained on
t
Dsyn
are also utilized to test on real data.

Evaluation Results and Discussion
Effects of shadow to image quality and facial landmark detection. In Fig.
6.3(a-c), we report the RMSEs of shadow images and landmark detection results with
NMEs in {Dsyn , Dadv , Dreal } to identify the shadow degradation on image quality and
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Figure 6.3: Shadow removal and landmark detection performance on SHAREL. (a-c):
shadow removal (RMSE) and landmark detection (NME) results of {Dsyn , Dadv , Dreal }
subsets, respectively. Each color represents results on shadow-free images (e.g.,
Clean+*), shadow images (i.e., Shadow+*), and shadow-removed images with four
shadow removal methods (e.g., AEFNet/SP+M-Net/MaskShadow-GAN/Ours+*).
Different icon shapes represent different landmark detectors. (d-g): shadow pattern
analysis of landmark detection (NME) and shadow removal (RMSE) results of Dsyn
for intensity (d), size (e), shape (f), and location (g). Blue dash line represents
the result on clean images by the pre-trained landmark detector SAN [22]. Each
group represents results on shadow images (i.e., Shadow), and shadow-removed images with two shadow removal methods (e.g., AEFNet/Ours). Each color represents
a severity type. Relative performance gain, i.e., the percent of NME/RMSE drops,
after shadow removal compared to shadow images is listed for AEFNet and Ours.

detection performance. Figure 6.3(d-g) report the shadow pattern analysis on Dsyn
with four factors. The detector adopted in(d-g) is SAN [22]. The results show that:
❶ Compared with shadow-free images, shadow images have high RMSEs since the
shadow harms the image quality significantly. More intense the shadow degradation,
worse the visual quality. For example, the RMSE of shadow and shadow-free images of large-size with 15.52 is higher than that of small-size with 2.74 in Dsyn (Fig.
6.3e). Intensity, size, and location, instead of shape, are dominant factors affecting
the shadow degradation. ❷ According to the NME results, we observe that: the
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performance of all landmark detectors drops when shadow appears in images and
hard shadow pattern, i.e., higher-severity shadow and adversarial shadow, hurts the
detection task most. Specifically, the landmark detector SAN [22] achieves 4.05 NME
on clean images of Dadv , while the NME of shadow images increases by 152.3% to
10.22 (Fig. 6.3b). In Dsyn , heavy-intensity shadow achieves 6.26 NME with 54.7%
performance drop compared to NME of clean images, while the performance loss
caused by light-intensity shadow is 10.2% by SAN [22] (Fig. 6.3d).
In summary, shadow hurts the image quality and landmark detection significantly.
Higher-severity presents high degradation capacity, that is, two tasks suffer from larger
performance loss with increasing RMSEs and NMEs. The same performance loss
trend appears in the image quality and landmark detection.
Effects of shadow removal to image quality enhancement and facial landmark detection. We perform shadow removal on shadow images, and present RMSEs and NMEs of shadow-removed images in {Dsyn , Dadv , Dreal } to evaluate the effectiveness of shadow removal methods. The results are shown in the Fig. 6.3. We can
observe that: ❶ Shadow removal methods present different capabilities on the image
quality enhancement (Fig. 6.3(a-c)). To be specific, SP+M-Net [69] and AEFNet
[26] can enhance the image quality significantly in all subsets. MaskShadow-GAN
[53] further hurts the quality in the subsets {Dsyn , Dreal } while achieving counterpart
result in Dadv . The former mainly stems from that MaskShadow-GAN, i.e., a GANbased image translation method, introduces artifacts during training. The reason why
MaskShadow-GAN performs better on Dadv may be that shadow pattern generated
by MaskShadow-GAN overlaps with that of Dadv . Specifically, during MaskShadowGAN training, it also generates diverse shadow patterns taking unpaired shadow-free
images and shadow masks as input, and such shadow-pattern images are not covered
by normal shadow images via a discriminator in an adversarial training way, simi-
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lar to the adversarial generation process of Dadv . ❷ Higher-severity shadow pattern
achieves much larger relative gain for image quality enhancement. For example, largesize shadow-removed images acquire 63.2% visual quality improvement compared to
40.2% quality degradation of small-size shadow in Dsyn (Fig. 6.3e). The latter further quality degradation stems from the over smoothing of current shadow removal
methods. In addition, Dadv also achieves much larger gain with 69.3% compared
to 51.2% of Dsyn by SAN (Fig. 6.3(a-b)). ❸ The same performance gain trend of
SOTA shadow removal methods and higher-severity shadow pattern presents in the
landmark detection evaluation. In Fig. 6.3e, the large-size shadow pattern obtains
the highest 22.5% NME decreasing compared to 0.6% of small-size shadow. The Dadv
achieves 58.5% performance improvement compared to 13.0% of Dsyn by SAN (Fig.
6.3(a-b)).
In summary: ❶ Current SOTA shadow removal methods can effectively improve
the image quality and landmark detection simultaneously. ❷ Higher-severity achieves
much larger performance gain after shadow removal for image quality and landmark
detection. ❸ There is a positive correlation between shadow removal and landmark
detection tasks. To be specific, landmark detection performance decreases with degraded image quality caused by shadow and improves with increasing image quality
after shadow removal. In particular, when image quality suffers from higher degradation, i.e., higher-severity shadow and adversarial shadow, the performance gain trend
keeps consistent for the two tasks after shadow removal.
Note that, such positive correlation does not always exist in computer vision tasks.
For example, deraining even hurts the object detection performance on rainy images
[50]. Haze-removal improves classification task with very limited margin [94]. The
positive correlation between shadow removal and landmark detection implies that
the embedding spaces they optimized somehow overlap with each other. However,
previous shadow removal works [53, 69, 26] only focus on recovering pleasing visual
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images, ignoring the mutual influence between them. We propose a novel framework
to explore the mutual influence of the two tasks to verify whether they can benefit
from each other.

6.4

Landmark-regularized Shadow Removal

To link the facial landmark detection and shadow removal, we propose to introduce
the landmark detection embedding to regularize the shadow removal by the mutual
attention fusion module. Moreover, we propose extra regularization loss functions
by jointly considering the image reconstruction and landmark detection, as shown in
Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Landmark-regularized shadow removal network.

Given a shadow image I, a shadow removal method can be generally represented
as
Î = ψ −1 (F), and F = ψ(I),

(6.7)

where ψ(·) and ψ −1 (·) are the encoder and decoder of the shadow removal model,
respectively, and Î is the shadow-removed image. Considering a backbone model φ(·)
of a landmark detector, we propose to fuse the embeddings of the shadow removal
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model and landmark detection model, and modify Eq. (6.7) as
Î = ψ −1 (F̂), and F̂ = MAFus(ψ(I), τ (φ(I))),

(6.8)

where τ (·) is a recovery network to align the embedding of φ(I) to the space of φ(Icln )
for better detection-aware embedding. MAFus(·) is the mutual attention fusion module and can leverage the features from different networks and integrate information
complementary.
Mutual attention fusion (MAFus). Inspired by the recent self-mutual attention
based on non-local module [124] for fusing multiple modalities [85], we employ it
for embedding fusion. Specifically, we first map the input features F = ψ(I) and
T = τ (φ(I)) to three spaces like non-local network
θf (F) = FWθf , ϕf (F) = FWϕf , g f (F) = FWgf ,

(6.9)

θt (T) = TWθt , ϕt (T) = TWϕt , g t (T) = TWgt .

(6.10)

Then, we can use the Gaussian function for self similarity calculation on θ∗ and ϕ∗
spaces
f f (F) = θf (F)ϕf (F)⊤ , f t (T) = θt (T)ϕt (T)⊤ .

(6.11)

After that, we calculate the mutual attention based on the two similarity results
Af (f f (F), f t (T)) = softmax(f f (F) + γ t f t (T)),

(6.12)

At (f f (F), f t (T)) = softmax(f t (F) + γ f f f (T)),

(6.13)

where γ t and γ f are pixel-wise attention weights to fuse embedding attentions, and
are predicted by the concatenation of F and T. With the mutual attention result Af
and At , we can obtain the non-local outputs of F and T,
Zf = (Af g f (F))Wzf + F,

(6.14)

Zt = (At g t (T))Wzt + T.

(6.15)
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The final output of MAFus is the concatenation of Zf and Zt , i.e., F̂ = [Zf , Zt ] =
MAFus(F, T).
Loss functions. We employ L1 distance for the image reconstruction loss Lpix (Î, Icln ) =
∥Icln − Î∥1 . We propose three more regularization loss functions to explore the detection embedding guidance for shadow removal, which are detection regularization
loss Ldet , detection-aware perceptual loss Lpep , and detection-aware consistency loss
Lcons .
Detection regularization loss aims to provide a regularization item for constraining
the shadow removal process to satisfy the landmark detection. The weights of pretrained landmark detector with clean images are fixed and only shadow removal is optimized. Given a shadow-removed image Î , detection embedding fˆ and heatmap ĥ can
be inferred by fˆ, ĥ = φ(Î). For its corresponding shadow-free image, f ∗ , h∗ = φ(Icln ).
The detection regularization loss is defined as Ldet (ĥ, h∗ ) = MSE(ĥ, h∗ ). Moreover, inspired by perceptual loss [60], we align the detection embeddings of shadow-removed
and clean images by Lpep (f * , fˆ) = MSE(f ∗ , fˆ). Finally, we propose detection-aware
consistency loss Lcons to align the embeddings of τ (φ(I)) and φ(Icln ). The Lcons aims
to drive transformed detection embedding of shadow image to that of shadow-free image, their consistency renders the τ (φ(I)) to provide rich complementary information
for better shadow removal guidance. It is formulated to Lcons (f * , T) = MSE(f * , T).
The total loss of the proposed framework is
L = Lpix + λ1 Ldet + Lcons + λ2 Lpep ,

(6.16)

where λ1 and λ2 are set to 0.1 and 10 in our experiments.

6.5

Experiment

Setups. We conduct extensive experiments to verify our proposed landmark-regularized
shadow removal method. Based on baseline method AEFNet [26], we cumulatively
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add each module for contribution evaluation: 1) Detection regularization loss Ldet .
We adopt SAN [22] as the weight-fixed landmark detector. 2) Mutual attention fusion module MAFus. A shadow image is fed into SAN and the output detection
feature map will be directly fused with shadow removal feature map via MAFus. 3)
Detection-aware consistency loss Lcons . Detection feature map of shadow image is fed
into the recovery network τ for feature alignment, followed by performing MAFus.
4) Detection-aware perceptual loss Lpep . Feature shift of shadow-removed image and
t
clean image is further optimized by Lpep . The training set and testing set are Dsyn

and Dsyn . Results are shown in Table 6.2.
Implementing details. The proposed pipeline is implemented in PyTorch. We
build our proposed framework based on shadow-removal method AEFNet [26] and
training setting keeps the same with official publicized code of AEFNet.
Recovery network (τ ). Given a shadow image I and a landmark detector φ(·),
we can obtain f, h = φ(I), where f ∈ RN ×C×H×W is the detection embedding from the
landmark detector and h is the output heatmap representing landmark localization.
N, C, H, and W are batch size, channel number, height, and width of f , respectively.
We extract f from the third convolution block of the backbone of landmark detector
SAN [22] with respective field 32 × 32. Then, f is fed into the recovery network τ (·)
for embedding alignment. The architecture of the network τ is listed in Table 6.1.
The outputs of convolution layers “Conv1_2”, “Conv2_2”, and “Conv3_2” will be
concatenated and go through “Conv1_fuse" for the final output. Multi-level feature
fusion is designed for less information loss. The output of the recovery network is
T = τ (φ(I)), where T, ∈ RN ×C×H×W , has the same dimension with f .
Mutual attention fusion weights of MAFus. Given the embedding of shadow
removal model F = ψ(I) and aligned landmark detection embedding T = τ (φ(I)), we
can obtain two similarity results f f (F) and f t (T) based on non-local module [124].
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Table 6.1: The architecture of recovery network.
Input Channel

Output Channel

Filter Size

Stride

Pad

256
256
256
128
128
64
448

256
256
128
128
64
64
256

3
3
3
3
3
3
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Conv1_1
Conv1_2
Conv2_1
Conv2_2
Conv3_1
Conv3_2
Conv_fuse

Previously, attention for each embedding is calculated based on its similarity result
only. In contrast, mutual attention is achieved by a weighted sum of attentions of
different modalities. The mutual attentions of shadow removal embedding Af and
landmark detection embedding At are calculated by
Af (f f (F), f t (T)) = softmax(f f (F) + γ t f t (T)),

(6.17)

At (f f (F), f t (T)) = softmax(f t (F) + γ f f f (T)),

(6.18)

where γ t and γ f , ∈ RN ×1×H×W , are pixel-wise attention weights. Both H and W are
32. γ t and γ f are predicted by a convolution layer followed by a BN [57] layer and
the ReLU activation function. The kernel size of convolution layer is 1. The input to
the convolution layer is the concatenation of F and T, i.e., [F, T]. F has the same
dimension with T.
Table 6.2: Ablation study of shadow removal and landmark detection results on the
Dsyn dataset. “Proposed” means {Ldet , MAFus, Lcons , Lpep }.
Methods

Shadow removal / RMSE
Shadow Non-shadow All

Landmark detection / NME
SAN [22] HRNet [118] LUVLi [66]

Clean
w/ shadow

0.00
33.27

0.00
0.53

0.00
8.09

4.04
5.17

3.37
4.55

3.24
4.49

AEFNet [26]
+ Ldet
+ MAFus
+ Lcons
+ Lpep

9.14
7.56
7.16
7.18
7.09

2.39
1.93
1.96
1.93
1.97

3.95
3.23
3.16
3.14
3.15

4.50
4.40
4.35
4.34
4.33

4.35
4.18
4.15
4.14
4.13

4.15
4.08
4.06
4.05
4.04

SP+M-Net [69]
+ Proposed

11.26
7.58

1.97
1.96

4.11
3.28

4.73
4.34

4.54
4.16

4.22
4.06
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Results and discussion. In Table 6.2, taking SAN detector as an example, it turns
out that: 1) Ldet improves the shadow removal capacity with 18.2% decreasing RMSE
compared to baseline in the whole image. Landmark detection also benefits from it
with 2.2% decreasing NME. Similar results are obtained in training denoising network
[82] via regularization by semantic segmentation task. High-level vision information
can provide guidance for the image reconstruction process. 2) The attention-based
feature fusion MAFus and Lcons further reduce the RMSE to 3.16 and 3.14 in the
whole image. Correspondingly, landmark detector also performs better with reaching
4.35 NME and 4.34 NME, respectively. 3) With Lpep , the proposed method performs
best in the shadow region with 7.09 RMSE for image quality evaluation and with
4.33 NME for landmark detection evaluation. In summary, compared to shadow
images, the proposed method improves the visual quality by 78.7% in the shadow
region, and increases the landmark detection performance of SAN by 16.2%. Same
detection performance improvement trend presents for all detectors. In Fig. 6.3(c),
our proposed method even achieves better detection performance on shadow-removed
images compared to on clean images by SAN.
Results under different shadow patterns. We conduct shadow pattern analysis on Dsyn considering different factors. When evaluating the shadow and shadow
removal effects by one factor to image quality and facial landmark detection, we
enumerate other factors for a comprehensive analysis. For example, given the 689
clean face images, when evaluating the intensity factor with slight severity, we collect
27 × 689 = 18, 603 shadowed images with slight intensity while diverse sizes, shapes,
and locations. Given different shadow patterns, we analyze shadow and shadow
removal effects to image quality and landmark detection performance covering four
shadow removal methods, i.e., MaskShadow-GAN [53], SP+M-Net [69], AEFNet [26],
and Ours and three landmark detectors, i.e., SAN [22], HRNet [118], and LUVLi [66].
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Figure 6.5: Shadow pattern analysis of shadow removal and landmark detection performance on Dsyn . (A-C): shadow removal (RMSE) and landmark detection (NME)
results with shadow removal methods (i.e., MaskShadow-GAN [53], SP+M-Net [69],
AEFNet [26], and Ours) and detectors (i.e., SAN [22] (A), HRNet [118] (B), and
LUVLi [66] (C)). (a-d): landmark detection and shadow removal results of Dsyn for
intensity (a), size (b), shape (c), and location (d).

The results are shown in Fig. 6.5. The blue dash line represents the result
of clean images by the pre-trained landmark detectors. Each group along the x-axis
represents results on shadow images (i.e., Shadow), and shadow-removed images with
four shadow removal methods (e.g., MaskShadow-GAN/SP+M-Net/AEFNet/Ours).
Each color represents a severity type. Relative performance gains, i.e., the percent of
NME/RMSE drops, after shadow removal compared to shadow images are listed for
MaskShadow-GAN, SP+M-Net, AEFNet, and Ours. Note: Shadow-GAN denotes
the MaskShadow-GAN.
It turns out that: 1) Shadow affects the image quality and facial landmark detection performance significantly with higher RMSE and NME. More intense the
shadow degradation, worse the visual quality and landmark detection performance
for all landmark detectors. For example, heavy-intensity shadow images achieve 5.13
NME by landmark detector LUVLi compared to 4.10 NME of slight-intensity shadow
images (See Fig. 6.5-C(a)). 2) Shadow removal can reduce the performance loss of the
image quality and landmark detection caused by shadow. Higher severity achieves
higher performance gain after shadow removal. For example, small-size shadow increases the performance loss by 0.3% after shadow removal by our method via landmark detector HRNet compared to 17.0% decreasing NME of large-size shadow (See
Fig. 6.5-B(b)). 3) For all detectors, shadow-removed images by MaskShadow-GAN
obtain worse image quality and landmark detection performance due to the introduced artifacts. For example, medium-size shadow-removed images achieve 41.5%
higher RMSE and 4.8% higher NME by HRNet (See Fig. 6.5-B(b)). 4) Intensity,
size, and location are dominant factors affecting shadow degradation, i.e., various
intensities, sizes, and locations have obviously diverse effects to image quality and facial landmark detection before and after shadow removal. For example, Figure 6.5(b)
shows that shadow images with large size have higher RMSE (15.22) with shadowfree images compared to that of small size (2.74). However, the relative difference
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of RMSE of shadow and shadow-free images between different shape severities is
within 0.7. The trend is the same as the shadow effect on facial landmark detection
performance with various detectors. After shadow removal, image quality and facial
landmark detection performance are similar between various shape complexities with
comparable RMSEs and NMEs.
Detection feature benefits shadow removal. Facial landmark detection features capture the main structure of a face, which is less sensitive to the intensity
variation caused by shadow. By embedding the detection features in the shadow
removal pipeline, we actually regularize the shadow removal features to let them preserve the main structure information and be less sensitive to the shadow either. To
validate this, we calculate the pre-fused features (i.e., F in Fig. 6.4) and fused features (i.e., F̂) of a shadowed face and the ground truth face, respectively, and get F,
F̂, Fgt , and F̂gt . Then, we calculate the L1 (F, Fgt ) and L1 (F̂, F̂gt ) for all examples in
Dreal . The average L1 (F, Fgt ) is 0.288 while the average L1 (F̂, F̂gt ) is 0.070. Clearly,
after the landmark-aware fusion, the features become less sensitive to the shadow due
to the much smaller L1 -distance.
Effectiveness of Lcons and Lpep . Taking AEFNet+Ldet +MAFus for SAN as
baseline in Table 6.3, we gradually add Lcons and Lpep to it. Both Lcons and Lpep
contribute mainly for removing high-severity shadow. For example, shadow removal
with large-size type improves a lot than that with small size for detection.
Table 6.3: Effects of Lcons and Lpep .
Shadow size
Large
Small

baseline

+ Lcons

+ Lpep

5.04
2.90

5.01
2.89

4.98
2.90

Generalization to SP+M-Net. In Table 6.2, it shows that proposed landmark
regularization pipeline can also help SP+M-Net [69] to boost both the shadow removal
and landmark detection.
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Figure 6.6: Shadow removal for facial landmark detection [22]. Red: prediction.
Green: ground truth. RMSE measures the shadow removal accuracy, NME evaluates
the detection performance. The lower, the better.

Visualization results We visualize the shadow removal and landmark detection
performance of the proposed method compared to state-of-the-art shadow removal
methods SP+M-Net (ICCV 2019) [69] and AEFNet (CVPR 2021) [26] on the real
t
shadow dataset Dreal . We train the shadow removal methods with synthetic data Dsyn

and generalize such models to real data. As shown in Fig. 6.6, shadowed faces hurt the
image quality with large root mean square error (RMSE), and presents unreasonable
and much deteriorated landmark locations for the eyebrows (See Case2 and Case4)
and mouth (See Case1 and Case3), as measured by much degraded NME scores.
All the SP+M-Net, AEFNet and proposed method could obtain high visual-quality
images with lower RMSE, as shown in Fig. 6.6, the landmark detection performance
can almost be improved simultaneously. However, for the shadow removal with the
landmark detection regularization (i.e., the proposed method), the shadow-removed
images achieve the best landmark detection performance and visual quality. For
case1 and case3, the shadow-removed images achieves even better landmark detection
performance compared to clean images. For example, the shadow-removed image by
the proposed method achieves NME 2.40 compared to NME 2.68 of clean image for
landmark detection evaluation for Case3. It turns out that the proposed method
generalizes well to real data and experiments verify the effectiveness of the detectionaware shadow removal method.

6.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a shadow-removal benchmark dataset SHARELto
explore the mutual influence of shadow removal and facial landmark detection tasks.
We first proposed three strategies to construct the benchmark. Based on physical
shadow model, we synthesize the shadowed faces considering four factors (i.e., intensity, size, shape, and location) with three severities to cover diverse shadow patterns.
We also proposed an adversarial shadow attack as hard shadow patterns to make the
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landmark detection fail easily. Real shadowed face dataset for landmark detection is
to reduce the distribution shift with synthetic data. Based on the proposed benchmark, we explored the shadow and shadow-removal effect on visual quality and landmark detection tasks comprehensively. We observed that there is a highly positive
correlation between shadow removal and the facial landmark detection task, especially, when degradation level is higher. We then proposed a novel shadow-removal
framework regularized by facial landmark detection to benefit each other. We verified
the effectiveness of our proposed method in synthetic data, adversarial data and real
data.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
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7.1

Conclusion

Adverse illumination is common and inevitable in the real-world applications, directly
determining the image acquisition process. Image captured under adverse illumination suffers from image degradation, e.g., shadow, underexposure, and noise. In this
dissertation, we mainly study the problem of employing CNN-based image restoration
for different applications, such as image visual quality enhancement, object detection
improvement, and improving image visual quality and object detection at the same
time.
In the research about shadow removal for image visual quality enhancement
via auto-exposure fusion, we have proposed a novel and robust overexposure fusion
method for performing shadow removal task. Multiple over-exposure, relighting each
pixel with different exposures, could compensate each pixel individually to tackle position specified color and illumination degradation. It benefits the shadow removal
task by recovering the natural image from the spatial variant color and illumination degradation. Shadow-aware FusionNet smartly fuses brackets of over-exposure
shadow images with shadow image by an adaptive per-pixel kernel weight map. It
helps to fully recover the background content preserving the color and illumination
details. The proposed boundary-aware RefineNet further eliminates the remaining
trace caused by the penumbra area along the shadow boundary. With the boundary
loss added, by optimizing to preserve the non-shadow region and recover the groundtruth shadow-free area of the shadow image, our work can obtain traceless background
with the state-of-the-art shadow removal performance on the ISTD, ISTD+, and SRD
datasets.
In detail-preserving night-to-day image translation for nighttime vehicle detection
improvement, we proposed a detail-preserving method to implement the nighttime
to daytime image translation and thus adapt daytime trained detection model to
nighttime detection. We firstly utilize style translation method to acquire paired
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images of daytime and nighttime, which are hard to obtain in real-world applications.
We propose to stylemix the reference styles to embody the diversity of synthetic
nighttime scenarios. The following nighttime to daytime translation is implemented
based on kernel prediction network to avoid texture corruption and trained with
detection task to make the translated daytime image not only visually photo-realistic
to the daytime scenario but also fit the detection task to reuse the daytime domain
knowledge. The proposed method can perform both daytime and nighttime vehicle
detection with one model. Experimental results showed that the proposed method
achieved effective and accurate nighttime detection results.
In shadow removal for image visual quality enhancement and facial landmark detection improvement simultaneously, we have proposed a shadow-removal benchmark
dataset SHAREL to explore the mutual influence of shadow removal and facial landmark detection tasks. We first proposed three strategies to construct the benchmark.
Based on physical shadow model, we synthesize the shadowed faces considering four
factors (i.e., intensity, size, shape, and location) with three severities to cover diverse
shadow patterns. We also proposed an adversarial shadow attack as hard shadow
patterns to make the landmark detection fail easily. Real shadowed face dataset for
landmark detection is to reduce the distribution shift with synthetic data. Based
on the proposed benchmark, we explored the shadow and shadow-removal effects on
visual quality and landmark detection tasks comprehensively. It turns out that there
is a highly positive correlation between shadow removal and the facial landmark detection task, especially, when degradation level is higher. We then proposed a novel
shadow-removal framework regularized by facial landmark detection to further improve their performance. We verified the effectiveness of our proposed method in
synthetic data, adversarial data and real data.
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7.2

Future work

Based on the above study on image restoration under adverse illumination for different
applications, we can outlook some of the future works. Image restoration under
adverse illumination is important and worth devoting effort to study, since adverse
illumination is widely existing in image collection process. Besides the topic we
studied in this dissertation, there still exist a lot of problems to be addressed for
image restoration under adverse illumination.

Nighttime object detection. In the autonomous driving application, knowledge
transfer from daytime perception model to nighttime scenario is an indispensable and
challenging part. Image restoration or image translation between daytime domain
and nighttime domain can improve the nighttime image visual quality directly. An
important research topic is to explore image restoration for recovering the degraded
features for object detection and semantic segmentation. There are many different
object classes in autonomous driving, such as pedestrians, cross walks, cars, and
buildings, which is more challenging and difficult to perceive compared to vehicle
detection in the traffic surveillance discussed in this dissertation.

Image restoration under various illumination levels. Image restoration models, considering more illumination levels, such as weak lighting, underexposure, moonlight, twilight, dim light, dark, extremely dark, backlit, non-uniform light, and colored light, are worth to be explored to construct a powerful CNN for empowering
more strong generalization ability to achieve better visually pleasing images. In this
dissertation, we only perform shadow removal to improve the image visual quality,
and the illumination variation is very limited in the shadow patterns. In real-world
applications, due to complicated environment, illumination levels are diverse.
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Effective network design and learning strategy. Current state-of-the-art image restoration methods under adverse illumination are CNN or GAN based networks.
Recently, Transformer-based networks have achieved great progress in a large amount
of computer vision tasks [7, 88, 120, 23] due to its self-attention mechanism to capture global interactions between contexts. Vision Transformers for image restoration
under adverse illumination is a promising direction to explore. In addition, current
deep learning based image restoration methods mainly utilize supervised learning
that requires massive paired training data, which may overfit on a specific dataset.
Recently, unsupervised learning [53] and zero-shot learning [36] have shown robust
performance for real scenes without paired training data, which is easy to be applied
to real-world applications.
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